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Raynolds Resigns in Deference to
Wishes of New Executive-Jaf- fa
Bears Highest Reputation
and Will be Generally

Endorsed.
14.

President Roosevelt today appointed
Nathan Jaffa of Roswell, as secreta.'y
of the territory of New Mexico, vice
J. W. Raynolds, whose resignation
reached the president a few days ago.
It In understood that Mr. Jaffa had

previously accepted the position following the visit of Governor Curry
to Koswell before his inauguration.
Mr. Jaffa will take up the duties of
his otllce at once.
The president appointed Mr. Jaffa
to the position upon the recommendation of Governor Curry.
He has every confidence In the
new executive of Net Mexico and thA
recommendations of Governor Curry
will have considerable weight with
the president and the Interior department on all matters of stale.
Wlittt His Friends Say.
The report that Mr. Jaffa would
succeed Mr. Raynolds as territorial
secretary has been heard on all
sides and In the press for the past
two or three weeks.
It originated in Koswell at the
time when the new governor first
spoke of the matter to Mr. Jaff.
The Roswell Register-Tribun- e
It
commenting upon the appointment at
that time published a picture of Mr.
Jaffa and the compliment paid him
by his home paper
was certainly
most creditable to the new secretary.
In fact, the Citizen does not fee!
that It can place Mr. Jaffa In a better light before the people of the
territory than by republishing the
statements of the Tribune which are
as follows:
"The selection was one that has
done more to confirm- - the good Impression made by Gov. Curry than
any other one thing, and people of
all parties Join in congratulating the
new executive on the choice of his
lieutenant governor, for that is what
the office really Is. There Is in all
of New Mexico no cleaner, straight-er- .
more capable man that Nathan
Jaffa, and we of Roswell, who have
known and loved him these twenty
odd years, feel that an administration that will begin with the selection
of such men has a positive certainty
of a splendid success.
"Mr. Jaffa is at the prime of ilfo
capable,
splendidly
at forty-threthoroughly versed in conditions In
New Mexico and the west, and tit by
education and a rare common sense
for any duty that may be rested upon
him, no matter what it is.
"The only regret attendant upon
the whole matter Is that his appointment will necessitate his removal to
Santa Fe, and after these years during which he has been the friend and
champion of all of us, it will be hard
to even loan him for a while to the
capital. In social, business and fraternal life, and as the head of the
board of regents of the New Mexico
Military Institute,
he has done so
much for Roswell and Chaves county
to get along
will
be
It
hard
that
without him."
Orilclnl Life.
Mr. Ituynolcl
J. V. Raynolds, the retiring iwre-tarfirst assumed the (lulu's of territorial secretary in April, 1901, upon
the death uf G. H. Wallace, who had
been the secretary for u number of
years.
Mr. Reynolds was twice
and his present tprm would have
ended January 13, 1910.
it Is understood that Mr. Raynolds will enter the banking business
wiih his father.
Mr. Raynolds is a young mem In
public life. He is only 34 years old
but lie ha-- s built for himself a record
of which he may be Justly proud. As
secretary of the territory, he has a
tlr. m record for honesty and efficiency anil as one of the younger leaders
of the republican party, he is recognized as cool, capable and resourceful.
Mr. Raynolds stated today that he
wa. ready to turn over .the office upon the arrival of Mr. Jaffa.
NailiHii Jaffa, the new secretary,
vjis born in 1 s 6 5 at Cassel, Germany.
He came to the L'nited States thirty-liv- e
years ago and for a number of
years was connected with the Jaffa
Mercantile establishment
t Trinidad, Colo.
Mr. Jaffa came to New Mexico in
1
h
and located in Allnnpjeniue being connected wilh the local firm of
Jaffa brothers, his uncles, who conduct a nourishing business.
Hut the young mnn was anxious to
lo things for himself. With William
Frager, another young man, lie left
this illy with a wagon train of merchandise and proreede.il south, looking for a location where he might
himself in business.
The young men Intended locating
In Socorro, but continue I their journey until reaching ihe present location of Roswell, where they decided
to locate.
There they established the JifTj-I'ragcompany and opened one of
( Continued on l'ase Kiyht.)
e.
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Denver, Colo., August 14. Testimony of a decidedly sensational nature was given at yesterday's session
of the trial of the Lost Bullion Spanish Mines company case In Ihe federal court by W. H. Holmes, a Deliver
mining engineer, who visited the
mine foT Dr. Saunders, the man who,
tt is claimed, had control of it before the present company.
Holmes declared that the Lost Bullion promoters, or their (attorneys,
tampered with his samples, changed
his reports and doctored an affidavit
signed by him for use at the fraud
hearing in Washington.
Report Tumiiercd Willi.
The witness testified that he went
through the mines at Silver City and
took fifteen samples from the location. He was ithere from September
21 to September 27, inclusive, of last
year. These samples, he said, he
sent to a Denver assayer, designated
by Dr. Saunders, and the nssayer returned only seven of the fifteen samThese,
ples with assay certificates.
the witness declared, were appended
to his report and were subsequently
changed by the promotors of the
company or their attorneys.
A Nntural Cave.
His report was submitted by the
defense as a part of the evidence
they will put In. The report, as submitted, apoke in enthusiastic terms
of the mine, and advised the bwner,
Dr. Saunders, at hat time, that he
would be Justified In spending money
to develop the property. Holmes then
stated on direct end
that the report had been
changed in those particulars, as he
he had never authorized any one to
quote him as saying the cave In Bear
mountain was a mine. He said:
"In my opinion, the alleged mine
Is a natural cave. That was my opinion at the time of my Investigation,
and It has not changed since."
CrrolKratel by Others.
The afternoon session was taken
up almost entirely with the
of Holmes. Toward the
close of the session yesterday William Dorsey, Jr., went on the stand
and told of locating and exploring
the cave during the summer of 1903.
He said that he had been through
the entire workings and that the passages were undoubtedly natural. He
and .his father, he testified, 'had filed
a location on the ckiim and intended
to exhibit the cave as a natural
wonder, but found It too damp for
this purpose, so gave up the project.
Wltlvm Dorsey, Sr., corroborated
his son's testimony.
J. B. Evans, a mining expert from
Silver City, was put on the stand at
the last minute yesterday afternoon,
and testified that to his knowledge
there was no paying ore on Bear
mountain nor in that vicinity. That
section of the country, he said, has
been thoroughly prospected, as is
evidenced by the numerous prospect
holes to be found there.

Chicago, August 14. Visions of
stripes and prison cells are floating
before the eyes of the nation's railroad kings and trust moguls.
Alarmed by the action of Judge
K. M. Landls and the department of
Justice railroad officials fear that
these visions may become stern realities.
In view of the avowed determination of the court and Attorney General Bonaparte to make some big men
suffer adequately for the crimes of
monopoly, the question Is now asked
seriously:
Will the government make on attempt to indict John D. Rockefeller
himself, or E. H. llaxrlman, or J. P.
Morgan?
There Is apparently answer to the
question In the swift action against
the Chicago and Alton,
with the Standard Oil company.
Harrlmtui was head of the Alton
wihlch caused the heavy fine levied
against the oil trust. Is he not the
responsible party so far as the railWill not Judge
road Is concerned?
Landls' scathing denunciation move
the grand Jury to return an indictment against an individual In this
case?
Sim's Secret Mission.
Taking into account all these
things, the secret mission to some
unknown point of Dlstrlot Attorney
Sims and his assistants this week,
and the foot that secret service operatives and special agents of the department of Justice are at work under orders of the attorney general,
the growing belief that Harrlman is
to be made the first example of stern
JuMtice Is gaiinlng ground.
It is understood that the Investigation of the special grand Jury summoned for August 14, will be made
under the "con irpi racy act," which
provides a prison sentence of two
years In case of conviction.
Guilty of Conspiracy.
The government will attempt to
prove that all high officials of trusts
or railroads fngng'ed In rebating, who
knew of the rebating schemes, are
guilty of conspiracy.
Should the Jury decide to go still
further, as is lu itt power, It could
demand evidence on the steel trust,
the coal trust or any other combination that It desired.
could bet
John D. Rockefeller
brought Into the Inquiry of the grand
Jury as well as Harrlman. and should
in
the government meet with success up
prosecution It might easily follow
Its victory in the east and bring J. P.
Morgan and other trust magnates to
the bar of Justice.
lH'tnlvcs WaU-l- t Magnate
To muke mire that no important
witness escapes. District Attorney
Sims and his assistants are said to
have called on Capt. Thou. I. Porter,
of the secret service, for the loan of
his operatives. Several new additions
to the sucret service force havo recently been made. These men are
not known to the railroad officials.
It Is said thut each day the movements of every prospective witness is
noted and a report filed at night.
Should any attempt be made to take
a Kuropean vacation or go fishing in
Canada, or any effort made to destroy evidence, the dlHtrtot attorney
would at once be Informed and the
witness detained.

Receiver Appointed.

Hartford, Conn., August 14. Albert L. Pope has been appointed temporary receiver for the Pope Manufacturing company.
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Laa Cruces, X. M., August 14.
Chicugo. August 14. The regular
Raton. X. M., August 14. (So-cla- l)
Tom Jenkins is in Jail here KeoiHl) Two men, the identity of overland circuit of the Associated
charged1 with killing Lizzie Zeller at whom is as yet unknown, were run Press opened through to Denver and
Dawson, In this county, Sunday even- down seven miles south of this place Colorado Springs at V.'ii o'clock, this
ing. Jenkins' brother, John, is dying at 9:47 o'clock l;ust night by Santa morning.
Fe passenger train No. 10. One was
In a hospital at Trinidad, Colo.
Xo Progress Toward Settlement.
It Is alleged by Tom Jenkins that literally ground to pieces and the
his brother Sunday evening visited
the house at lmwsun where the Zeller woman resided. He had been Infatuated wifch her for some time.
In a scuffle over a revolver, the
weapon was discharged in the woman's hands and the bullet entered
John Jenkins' body near the heart,
causing a wound which will result 4n
death.
Woman Killed by Victim's Brother,
The woman was prostrated by the
shooting, which others describe as
purely accidental, but as soon as Tom
Jenkins heard of the affair, he seand went to her
cured a
house. She was lying on a sofa
surrounded by a physician and several women who were attempting to alleviate Jier distress, when Jenkins
opened the door and fired three shots
Into her body, causing instant death.
It Is Alleged that he also shot at one
of the other women.
Slayer Arrested.
Jenkins was immediately arrested
nnd brought here for safekeeping.
The body of the woman was taken
home,
to Lns Vegas, her former
where she attained notoriety some
ago
attempt
by
suicide.
at
an
months
John Jenkins is in the Miners'
hospital at Trinidad, but physician
expect his death at any moment.
The Jenkins family has resided In
this county for many years, the father being a pioneer. Both Tom and
John are well known and have always been considered good citizens.
CITYANS
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HANK IV CHICAGO
Chicago, August 14. The Federal
National bunk last night passed into
the hands of a coterie of financiers,
by John
Wortfrington,
of
hided
Kansas City.

Arrest in New York Clears
Up at Least One
srn itisFROM
iu. loud lMVOUti;

WIFE.
Santa Fe, N. M.r August 14. Dr.
Lord, a well known dentist of
this city, was granted a divorce yesfrom his wife, Mrs. Mariet'a
14.
New
Kissal terday
York. August
Jelallan, charged with being a mem- Lord, by Judge McFle.
Hunchaklst. HOI'KWF.LL'S RKNMiVATIOV
ber of the Armenian
was placed under arrest late
last
WAS Ntr ACt'J UTKD
night. The police have been looking
for him for days. So important Is
the capture deemed that the stateSanta Fe, N. M.. August 14.
ment was made at police headquarCol. W. S. Hope
(SiKVial)
ters that a solution of the Armenian
well today tendered his resig- conspiracy which resulted in the asnntion to the new governor,
lleorge Curry, as a member of
sassination of Hovhanes Tavshanjlau,
the Armenian rug merchant, July
the Capitol Kxtenslon board.
is about to bo made.
This board is appointed to su
Jelalian, so the Armenians opposperintend the building of an aded to the murderous society assert,
dition to the territorial Capitol.
Covernor Curry declined to acand so t lie district attorney expects
cept the resignation and
to prove, was the man with whom
Col. Hopewell to remain as a
Hedros Khachadorlan. Tavshanjlau'
in
slayer. Indued while
member of the board. It is a
this city await,
ing favorable opportunity to fire the
li on partisan board.
fatal shot. Jelalian is also alleged
.Indue lull to Santa I'e.
by the police to be the man who
A litter was received
from
Judge A. II. Fall by the new
guided the assassin to I'liion square,
executive formally icceptlng the
rehearsed him to his art, ami pointed out to him tlie man marked for a 4 appointment as atcrney general
of N'ew Mexico. Judge Fall is
victim.
now in El 1'ano, but will come
J.'Lilian's arrest, it Is expected, will
be followed by several more In this
lu this place in a few days to 4k
assume the duties of his office.
city and Boston.
Detectives have
suspects
under surveillance.
the
C. N.
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other was so severely injured that he
lived but a couple of hours.
Both
bodies are being held here to await
the action of a coroner's Jury.
According to Kngineer J. W. Lyon,
who was on the engine, the men had
evidently laid down on the track and
gone to sleep. As he approached the
place where they were struck, he saw
a dark object on the track, which had
the appeurance of a dog. He whistled
several times, thinking of course that
out of the way.
the aiulmal would get
When within a few- - yards of the object he saw a man sit up In the middle of the tracks. Then came the
collision, the engine bounding as If

parsing over something, accompanied
by a dull thud.
The train was stopped and backed
up.
With lanterns, Conductor
who was In charge of the train,
and the brakemen, with the help of
several passengers, began picking up
the remains of the man who had
been run over. The pieces were scattered along the track for a distance
of several car lengths. The second
body was found lying beside the
track on the edge of the embankment. There was till a little life in
the form, though il seemed tli.il
nearly every bone In the body was
broken.
Until are Dciul.
Noticing that the man was not
dead, the trainmen moved him Into
the baggage car and Dr. Williams, of
Fierro, N. M., who was on the train,
was called in. Dr. Williams rode with
the Injured man to Las Cruces, but
his injuries were beyond mending
and he died shortly ufter reaching
Las Cruces.
A valise, a bundle wrapped In oil
cloth and a large harp were found
beside the track where the accident
occurred, evidently belonging to the
unfortunates who were killed. The
the track had the
man found bet-idappearance of being either an ArabItalian,
but the other one
or
an
ian
was so badly disfigured that the remains scarcely bore resemblance to a
human form. They were evidently
traveling peddlers and musicians,
and were making their way through
the country afoot. Unooming tired
they htid sat down on the track and
fallen asleep. One of them had been
awakened Just in time to see the big
engine of death bearing down upon
him but too late to save cither him-ao- lf
or his comrade. Some papeis
were found on the bodies, but as
ius
could be learned, they fulled
far
,
to Identify their owners.
Uif-for-

d,

Chicago, August 14. Pending the
arrival of President mall, tout little progress is being made today in
the effort to secure a settlement of
the telegraphers' strike. The compa
nies adhered to their dotermlnatlon
not to receive any deputation from
the strikers nor to submit anything
to arbitration. Both
the Western
Union and Postal managers assert
that they are in better condition than
at any time since the strike began.
Waiting on Small.
New York, August 14. All matters connected with the telegraphers'
In abeyance
strike are practically
here today awaiting the arrival of
President Small and other conferees
at Chicago, where an attempt will
be made to settle
the strike. At
Western Vnlon headquarters today
the general manager of the company
Mated that there Is no great desire
on the part of the company to treat
with the men, who it believes, liavo
treated It unfairly.
He also ulated that the conference
at Chicago might end the strike
though neither of the big companies
Is disposed to make any radical concessions to the men.
At buth PoMtal and Western Union
offices It was declared that business
is being handled in much more satisfactory manner than during the past
few days, and that both companies
can gel all the men ttu-wunt if the
strikers do not soon return to work.
MCNn(lg(v
of IK'Utll.
One of the conditions that prevails
In all par's of the country, caused
messages, is
by delay in handling
the fact thiit messages of death must
take their turn.
E
Today at the offices here, a tearful
woman, clad lu mourning, personally
requested the operators to call for a
small town In Oklahoma to tell them
TO
thai .he was enroute with the body
of her son, who died last night. It
was Impossible to get the message
through, us the relay station through
which the telegram must pass to
reach its destination, is out of com- Both Sides to Controversy
mission and it Is probable that the
Agree to Abide by
mother with her dead boy will arrive at thuir destination before the
message can be delivered, though a
Joint Conference.
striking operator made a desperate
effort to get her message through, his
union comrades consenting to Ills
Denver, Colo.. August 14. At 7
using the key for her.
August 14. The o'clock this morning
the striking
San Francisco,
delay lu handling messages continues switchmen on the Colorado & SouthAsto work. On
ern
went
though
railroad
some
an
back
here,
usuul
about
of all parties
sociated Press mtuiiges ore coming August 'J a conference
two-cedifferential,
interested ill Hie
through promptly.
representing
the
Tho entire state is experiencing and committees
members of the Brotherhood of Railthe uggravution resulting from
suspended telegraph facilities. way Trainmen will be held In this
This condition prevails over the city to iinally dispose of the question,
entire country, according to reports lloth sides to the controversy asi'-'to abide by the decision.
received here today.
All Operators Quit.
The agreement to hold the con- w as reached
14.
j ference
San Francisco, Cal., August
last night w n
thegeneral manager of the Colorado
operators
telegraph
Fifty Postal
Supt. He Southern, for I lie first time decid
afternoon.
struck yesterday
Storer says that he can handle all ed that the road would enter Into
slower negotiations for a cessation of the
ordinary business although
than usual. Manager O'Brien of the strike. The striking switchmen ex
men also pect to win out In their controversy,
Western Union, whose
struck yesterday, claimed to be !n but whatever the outcome of the
better shape than when the men went conference, ihey wlil continU'.1 under
its provisions.
out on the proceeding strike.
prac-UiNil-
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Washington. 1. ('.. August 14.
Secretary Taft returned to Washington this morning from his vacation
and at once plunged into a great
iiuimi of work to be disposed of between now and next Saturday wlu.-he will leave on his western trip and
embark for tne Philippines.
u

Chicago, III., August
14. .Mrs.
Harold Fowler A. Mccormick,
the
daughter of John
D. Rockefeller,
has defended her father against the
oil king's youngest bsrother, Frank
Rockefeller.
"Jealousy,"
she said, "brought
about by my uncle's signal lack ot
business ability, is the cause of the
vituperation he has heaped upon my
My father holds no malice
father.
against him. It may not be consistent with the usual picture drawn of
my father,
but he holds mallco
against no man.
"My uncle's failure to profit by
the fortune of my father, and his repeated failures in business have been
wormwood and gall to him. The
bitterness has grown from year to
year. It has taken for I's objective
point the brother who hs prospered."
Says Her Grandfatlier Uves.
Mrs. McCormlck says it Is true
that her grandfather la alive.
"Between my father and my grandfather there always existed the respect and love that should prevail
between father and son. My grandfather watched with the keenest Interest the successes of his son."
- Mrs.
McCormlck
said that her
grandfather's health was responsible
in a large degree lor his being out
Of range of the public eye.
Who tlie McCormlck's Are.
Harold McCormlck and Miss Edith
Rockefeller, daughter of John D.
Rockefeller,' were married In 1895.
Harold McCormlck is the son of tha
late Cyrug McCormlck, the inventor
of a patent reaper which started tha
fortunes of the McCormlck family o
tne narvester business.
Cyrus it.
McCormlck. the present head of the
company,
International Harvester
is
the brother of Harold McCormlck.
The father of Harold
McCormlck
died In 1384. Mrs. McCormlck is the
youngest of the three daughters of
John D. Rockefeller. One daughter.
Mrs. Strong, died recently In France.
Couldii t See l.lllier Rockefeller.
New York, August 14. Following
statements which appeared concern
ing the search for John D. Rockefel
ler s father, a reporter was sent to
Interview William Rockefeller and
John D. Rockefeller, Jr., concerning
the attitude of the various members
proceeded to
of the family.
He
Scarborough. N. Y., with the object
of calling on
William Rockefeller
first.
Mr. Rockefeller had gone motoring and would not return until late.
The reporter accordingly drove to
John D. Rockefeller's house at
Hills.
The carriage drove up to the front
door. The reporter alighted and ws
about to ring the front door bell.
Before he could put his purpose into
execution a huge negro, armed with
a repeating rille, advanced hurriedly
down the drive and the following
colloquy took place'
"What are you doing?
"I am going to ring the bell."
"Who do you want to see?"
"Mr. John D. Rockefeller. Jr. This
Is where he lives. Is it not?"
"Yes. but what do you want to see
him for, where do you come from
ami who are you, anyway?"
During his conversation the negro
held the ritle menacingly.
forbabe
The negro peremptorily
the reporter to ring the bell, adding
did not want to
that Mr.
see him, and, marching to the horse's
head, with brusqueness ordered the
reporter to get Into the carriage and
to at once leave the premises on
pain of being shot. The reporter git
Into the carriage, which was drivm
olT and escorted several yards by the
negro and his rille.
co

r

DETECTIVES WATCH
INJURED MACHINIST
Boulder. Colo.. August 14. Ja?k
Livingstone, a railway machinist, who
was badly injured in the explosion
that resulted in the destruction of the
Colorado & Southern depot early
Saturday morning. Is being guarded
by Colorado & Southern detectives at
his home in Denver. He is so ill
from burns and Injuries that he cannot be moved.
The detectives consider his safekeeping Important, unci
are giving him no chance to got
away.

was
Livingstone
arrested on a
warrant sw orn to by tile Moulder p
lice on charges that when called n
to aid volunteer firemen in their tight
against advancing Humes, lie refused
to do so. His actions have been construed by the local police as willingness to see the town burn. They believe, on this account, that he might
have been involved in the incendiary
plot, w hi' ii it Is thought now to unravel.
Soon after Livingstone refused to
aid the firemen, the accident occur11 j
red In which he was Injured.
was picked up. and sent to Iieiivi'i.
where he lives wuh J. T. Clapp. hiJ
--
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A large assortment of Ingrains and Brussels Rugs
and Carpets and a full
line of LinoIeumEvery-thin- g
to furnish the house
BE

WE CAN'T AND WILL NOT
DERSOLD.

CASH

OR PAYMENT

CO.

FURNITURE

FUTRELLE

UN-

West End Viaduct
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RAILROAD DEPARTMENT

YOAKUMSCHEM E
BLOCKED

BY

Lines Short Route
Puts Quietus on
Frisco Man.

Central

Mexico

Mexico,

City,

Aug. 14.

"
line which the Mexican
The
Central is building In order to give
this city direct connection with the
port of Tampico. is to be extended to
the United States border. It hns been
reported for some time that this new
route to the United States would be
established, and It is now confirmed
by the ofllclal announcement that en"cut-off-

The Gulf and Interstate divisions
runs to Beaumont from Bolivar. At
Itcnumont It connects with the Snntn
Fe line which runs north to Center.
Between Center and Tlmpson there
Is a gnp of a few miles which is
now being rapidly filled in. The extension of the rond throngh this gap
will give connection with the Texas
and Gulf, which was also purchased
by the Sonta Fe about a year ago.
The Texas and Gulf runs north from
Tlmpson to Longvlew. The survey
has been made and plans adopted
for the extension of the Texas and
Gulf north from Longview to a point
Territory, where It will
in Indian
connect with the Santa Fe's Kansas
City line.
APPEAL TO niDKUAT, COUNTS
IX RATE CASES
Washington, Aug. 14. A high official of the Southern Railway
today that appeal to the
rate
federal courts In passenger
cases was a mistake.
Those who
prompted this course argued that it
would be best for tho railronds to go
before the supreme court of the United States with a favorable decision
and the position was taken that such
a decision would be most likely given in the federal rather than in the
state courts.
The railroads recognize that they have lost any advantage they might have obtained from
the federal injunctions given them,
and, what Is still worse, they have
aroused the hostility of public opinion. This, they fear, will be reflected at the sessions of the legislatures
In various states.
D

gineers have been placed in the fild
to survey the route between Tampico
and Matamoras. The proposed line
will connect with the St. Loul',
Brownsville and Mexico by means of
am International bridge
which the
two roads will build Jointly across TAXATION

me wo uranoe.

.Survey in Progress.

It

Is planned to begin the construction of the road between Tampico

and Matamoras as soon as the survey Is finished and to have it finishad
In two years. More than 1,000 men
are now employed In the construcpi? J
tion -- of the Mexico City-Tar- n
"cut oft" and the force of laborers is
to be Increased to $5,000 men 'by tho
flrat of the coming year. The completion of the road to Matamoras
will shorten the distance by rail between this city and the United States
more than 200 miles under any exBy means
isting line.
of the St.
Louts, Brownsville and Mexico and
its connecting lines the distance between this city and all points in the
central and eastern portions of the
United States will be greatly reduced.
It had been planned by B. F. Yoakum and associates who own the St.
Louis, Brownsville and Mexico, to extend that line down the Gulf Coast
from Matamoras to Tampico. The
Mexican government has stepped In
and blocked this program by deciding to build the Mexican Central
through that very same territory. It
will be an important and significant
enlargement of the government railroad merger system.
FE

TO ESTALISH
TERMINAL AT BOLIVAR
Bolivar, Tex., Aug. 14. The Santa
Fe has a.l tpted plans for extensive
port Improvements here, with the
view of making this the principal
lumber exporting point on the Gulf
coast. Among the proposed improvements Is a lumber pier, which
will be 1.200 feet long and 300 feet
wide. Instead of the lumber trafon the Santa
fic which originates
Fe's lines In East Texas going out
by way of Sablne and Port Arthui
as at present, it will all be brought
to Bolivar and exported
through
1:Jb port.
Bolivar Is the terminus of the Gulf
and Interstate Railroad, which was
acquired by the Santa Fe about a
year ago. At the time of the purchase of this road there was much
peculation indulged in as to what
use it could be to the Santa Fe.
The Santa. Fe is already having
barges buUt for transportation of
Its passenger trains across the bay
from Bolivar to Galveston, the object being to establish a through
passenger train service between
and Beaumont, and points
and north of here on Us own
lines.
SANTA

GaJ-veet-

at

IV CKORCIA
MEANS BANKRUPTCY
Savannah, Ga.. Aug. 14. Georgia
Is taking foremost place In the new
Southern policy of heavily taxing the
Following the franchise
railroads.
tax, the legislature Is passing an oc
cupation tax 'bill, placing a tax of 1
per cent of the gross earnings upon
all railroads.
"This is to pay the
teachers," said
and
General Counsel A. R. Lawton of the
today.
Georgia
this
Central of
"If
occupation tax is imposed upon th
to
the other
Central In addition
taxes It has to pay, it will mean
bankruptcy for the road. It can
not meet fixed charges if this legislation Is enacted. Last year we paid
1250.000 in taxes in Georgia alone.
This year we shall have to pay $530,- nt

000."

AMiOWF.D
IN CASK OF SICKNESS
Oma'.a, Neb., Aug. 14. All stopovers on account of sickness will
hereafter be allowed by the Union
Pacific and other lines In the Harrl-ma- n
system. A circular was sent
out today to all agents. Instructing
them that in the event of illness of
a holder of a ticket or of an accompanying member of the family of a

STOP-OVER-

S

holder of a ticket, when such Illness
by a written certiIs authenticated
ficate of a reputable physician, a
stop-ovWhere
will be granted.
necessary an extension of the limit tit
exgranted
an
or
be
the ticket will
change of ticket will be made, regardless of the printed conditions of
tickets or tariffs to the contrary. Ths
arrangement is applicable to all lines
in the Hairlman system
er

DELAY IX CONSTRUCTION OF
Ti t TMCARI mil'.MI HOUSE
August 14.
Tucumcarl, N. M
Notice has been received 'here that
the big turutable for the new round
house of the Kl Paso & outihwest-er- n
railway at this point will not
arrive until about the middle of October. Much new machinery for the
division shops here is being received
dally.
To show
I'll stop your pain tree.
you first before you spend a penny
what my Pink Pain Tablets can do, I
will mall you free, a Trial Package of
them Dr. Shoop's Headache Tablets.
Neuralgia, Headache, Toothache, Period pains, etc., are due alone to blood
congestion.
Dr. Shoop's Headache
Tablets simply kill pain by coaxing
away the unnatural blood pressure.
That Is all. Address Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis. Sold by all dealers.

CITIZEN.

consumer
has had to pay the
prices. Meeting competition abroad,
it hns given the foreign consumer
lower prices and it has used the pro-timade at home to maintain Its
)xiltlon abroad.
The conditions of supply, therefore
do not excuse the ordinary decline
in foreign prices In 95 and tho rengnlnst
sulting discrimination
the
American consumer. This decline
was not necessitated by any
In fact, the moveof oil.
ment of prices was precisely the opposite of that which would have
been expected from the changes In
supply.
In the business of pelting petroleum products in f'THen countries
the price policy of the Standard Oil
ha-Company
been to
apparently
"sacrifice the interests of the Ameripurpose
can consumer for the
of securing the Standard's foreign business, which is a very important one.
ts

PRICES
A

Corporation Commissioner
Tells of Discrimination
by Government.

Another
report on the Standard Oil Company's monopoly of the petroleum
industry has been made public by
the commissioner
of corporations,
Herbert Knox Smith. Mr. Smith's
report, made public last week, had
to do with crude oil and in the re
port given out today he vigorously
attacks the discrimination policy of
tne trust in the sale of refined oil.
It l asserted by Mr. Smith that
the Standard
sells its products in
Europe much cheaper than In the
United States and that prices are
Juggled in this country with a view
primarily to emitting out competi
tion. This accomplished, he says
the "squeezing" of tine public be
gins. The report follows, in part:
In the business of selling petroleum products In foreign countries'
the price policy of the Standard Oil
Company has apparently been to
sacrifice the interests of the American consumer for the purpose of se
curing the Standards foreign business, which is a very important one.
In 1904 over 65 per cent of the illuminating
produced In this
oil
country was exported, of which the
Standard exported about 87 per cent.
Startling Disparity.
The relative movement of oil
prices, as distinguished from their
absolute level, has been shown for
the last eight years a startling disparity between the United
States
markets,
particularly
and foreign
from 1902 to 1905. The American
price steadily advanced from 1897
to 1903. The New York export
price advanced much less up to 1903,
declining In 1904, and the Hamburg
(German)
price shows practically
the same movement ns the New
York export price, while the London price shows a Heady decline
from 1901 to 1904 and a very Important drop In 1905. The course of
American and foreign prices in the
last five years covered by this report has shown a greatly increased
divergence, In general the American
prices going up and the foreign
prices showing a marked decline.
These remarkable discriminations
In favor of foreign markets at the
expend of the American consumer
have naturally called forth excuses
from the apologists of the Standard.
They have attempted to create the
impression that the recent decline
In prices of American Illuminating
oil abroad was necessitated by an
y
of that product.
They have also claimed that there
has been severe competition against
the American product from the oils
of Russia and other foreign countries, and the reductions in export
and foreign prices were necessary to
retain the American export trade.
Neither of these arguments is well
founded.
Oversiipply Not the Cause.
The conditions of supply therefore
do not excuse the extraordinary decline in foreign prices in 1905 and
the resulting discrimination ngalnsrt
the American consumer.
This decline was not necessitated by any
oversupply of oil. In fact, the movement of prices was precisely the op
posite of that which woukl have
been expected from the changes In
supply.
Having a monopoly nt home, It
has charged such prices as It could
thereby extort and the American
consumer has had to pay these
prices. Meeting competition abroad,
it has given the foreign consumer
enormously lower prices, and it has
used the profits made at home to
maintain tts position abroad, so that
the American consumer has been
severely discriminated
against for
the purpose of maintaining, not the
export
trade,
dominance of American
but the dominance of a peculiar
combination which has used its power frequently and conspicuously to
the disadvantage
of the American
public.
DNrrl ruinations.
The following are some extracts
from the report:
By your (the President) direction,
In view of the proceedings of the Attorney General against the Standard Oil Company, some of the more
detailed evidence secured by the bureau regarding price discrimination
Is at present withheld from publication and the same is true of evidence
the most Important of which are the
company's espionage over the business of competitors, especially by
bribing railway employes to disclose
their shipments and deceptions as
to the quality of oils sold.
These discriminations
in prices
were largely made possible by the
widespread system of discrimination
In
rates, mainly secret
railroad
which was long enjoyed by the
Oil
Company.
Standard
Mono)Mly at Homo,
Having a monopoly at home, it
has charged such prices as it could
thereby extort, and the American
over-suppl-
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AWYERS

Btate of Ohio, city or Toledo,
Lucas County.
Frsnk J. Chenney tnskes oath thnt he
Is senior partner of the firm of K. J.
Cheney
Co., doing business In the
City of Toledo, County and Btate aforesaid, and thnt said firm will pay the sum
of ONE HUNDRED DrfLI-ARfor each
and every case of Catarrh that cannot
be cured by the use of Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
FRANK J. CHENET.
Sworn to before me and subscribed In
my presence, this 6th day of December,
A. D. 1886.
A. W. OI.EABON,
(Hen!.)
Notary Public.
Hall s Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally
and acts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Bend for
testimonials free.
K. J. CHENEY ft CO., Props.,
Toledo, Ohio.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
S

o

Territorial
Topics

The Artela, N. M., band has Just
appeared In new white duck uniform.

Joe Boykln and Miss Carro Grove
were married on Sunday evening at
9 o'clock, at the home of the groom
about one mHe wet of Kenna, N. M.
Rev. Tope Murray officiating.
Mrs. Virginia Valencia de
Maes,
of Santa Fo, died Monday morning
of paralysis with which she
hod
teen afillcted for three years. She
was 35 years old and was Iwirn in
d
Santa Fe, and Is survived by her
tind three children.
hus-Irnn-

failal accident occurred Monday
afternoon a Unit 4 o'clock when the
A

boiler of the Stndoval and Carillo
and Ocate
exploded. Instantly killing Maxmi-niila.n- o
Martinez, breaking an arm
for another man and fevering three
lingers of the hand of a third man.
saw mill between Mora

James

I. Jones, of Puquesne.

FOOD AND

J

oRuiLACT

!

Serial No. 6768.
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Ari-

zona, has been granted a. permit to
enclose and cultivate twenty acres
within the Huachuia national forest
and to maintain a dwelling house
and the necessary outbuildings and
fences to protect growing crops, for
the purpose of making a home for
himself and family.
Chairman George w. Peltier, of
congress,
Irrigation
National
which will meet In annual session
next month at Sacramento, California, has appointed Territorial Engineer Vernon I Sullivan as a dele-dafrom New Mexico. Mr. Sullivan
Is Jn receipt of his commission. However, he is doubtful whether he will
be able to attend the meeting. Recently he appointed five delegates to
represent the territory, all of whom
will probably be present at the gathering.

the

te

Miss Fanny Iettlebach. daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Dettclliach,
yesterday became tho bride of Henry
ceremony
E. Astler. The nuirrloge
was performed at 9 o'clock in the
morning by Judge John R. McFle a
the latter's resilience in Santa Fe.
The wedding was a very quiet one
and few persons knew that lit was to
'take place at this time alde from
the members of the two families and
a. few personal friends.
The bride's
father is secretory of the New Mexico Firemen's association.
The following nrtioles of incorporation have been filed in the oftloe of
s:
Territorial Secretary J. W.
Irrigation
Mesa Colorado
company. Principal place of business
at Atarque, Valencia county. Territorial agent, David Garcia, ait Black
Rock. Capital stock 50,000, divided
Into one thousand shares of the par
value of 50 each. Objeot, conducting
Irrigation system. Period of existence
fifty years. Incorporators, David Garcia, Jose Leon Garcia, Manuel
Candelarla Garcia, Francls- clta Gorcki; Adellda Landavaazo. all
i of Black
Hock.
Ray-nold-

The annual meeting of the
Bar Association will be held
at Roswell on the 21st, 22d, and 23d
of this month and the people of that
thriving city in the Pecos Valley are
making arrangements to give the
lawyers the time of their lives. An
Idea of tho wide scope of the enterfor the visitors
tainment planned
proIs Included in the following
gram for the three day's session:
First Day.
Association called to order at the
court house by the president at 10
o'clock a. m.
Minutes and report of the secretary.
Report of committees.
Annual address by President A.
Subject:
B.
Renehan.
"Federal
Policy Touching the Rio Grande and
Its Tributaries."
General discussion.
2 p. m.
Address by Hon. Samuel
H. Cowan of Fort Worth bar. SubRegulation
ject: "Government
of
Railroads."
p.
8:30
m. Reception to the members of the New Mexico Bar Association by Judge and Mrs. William
H. Pope.
Semnil Day.
10 a. ro. Association called to order by the president.
Report of secretary of the committee on the revision of laws of
New Mexico.
Hon Benjamin M.
Read.
General discussion on revision.
2 p. m.
Addresses: "Needed Congressional Legislation."
Hon. H. B.
Fergusson, Hon. A. A. Jones.
Discussion.
"Separate Appellate
Addresses:
court for New Mexico," Hon. H. B.
Clvilders, Hon. T. B. Catron.
9 p. m.
Banquet.
Toastmaster,
Hon. C. R. Brlce.
Third Day.
Day In country.
9 a. m.
Automobile ride through
the firms, complimentary to members of association.
Lunch at Country Club.
3 p. ni.
Election of officers.
Adjournment.
New-Mexic-

HAIR.

DRESSER

AND

J. Korber & Co.

Catalogue and Prices

Next Week.

CHIROPO-JHS-

3. D. Kakla. President
O. Glomi, yica Praaluamt.

Can. Ifellnl, Sacratary
Treasam

O. BacaeemL

MKLINI

noeeaaora to
EAKIN, and BACHECHI V GIOML
WMOLK.ALK DCALKRB IN
V

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
kaap
Wa

nrylblna I" tleek tt tatflt tb

most fattldloat bar oompltf

Hava been appointed sxoluslve agenta In the outhwisl far Jea. ft.
chlltx, Wm. Lamp and 8t Louis A. B. C Brewer lee; Yellowstone.
Graan River, V. H. McBrayor'e Cedar Brook, Loula Hunter, T.J. Men.
arch, and athar atandard kranda of whleklea toe numerous ta mention,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDER.
But sell tna atralght article aa received by us from tie beat laarleev
Dlstillerlea and Breweriea In tie United Stat a. Call aad lnaaeet ev
Stock and Prlc"), or writ tor Illustrated Catalogue aad I rte
Issued to dealers only.
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Wall Paper!

W3tX3ax5aKOSKJ3axjex3aK)ex3aW

lift mo paper nnl paint yonr
house.
SatlMfuctlon
guaranteed.
Prompt attention to mail orders.
J. D. EMMONS, Successor to Stacy & Co.

South Stconaland Lead
O0aOe0OeX)t00e00'OOe0
First Street.

821 North

Sour
Stomach

Southwestern Brewery

Don't Forget

Kodol for Indigestion and DyspepThe
sia is a preparation of vegetable acids
and contains the same Juices found ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
In a healthy stomach.
It digests
what you eat. Sold by J. H. O'Klel-l- y
THE OLDEST MILL IN THE CITY.
& Co.
When In need of sash, door, frames,
etc. Screen work a specialty. 403
South First street. Telephone 403.

Thos. F. Keleher

No appetite, loss ol strength, nervous
constipation, bad breath,
DEVOES READY PAINT
general debility, sour risings, and catarrh
of the stomach are all due to Indigestion. One Gallon Covers 600 Square Feet
PALMETTO ROOF TAINT
Kodol relieves Indigestion. This new discovStops Leaks, Lasts Five Tears.
ery represents the natural Juices of digestion as they exist In a healthy stomach,
combined with the greatest known tonlo
408 Watt Railroad Avanua
and reconstructive properties. Kodol for
dyspepsia does not only relieve Indigestion
Torturing czema spreads Its burnand dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
helps all stomach troubles by cleansing, ing area eveiy day. Doan's Ointment
stops its spreading, Instantly
quickly
strengthening
sweetening
purifying,
and
relieves the itching cures it permanthe mucous membranes lining the stomach. ently.
At any drug store.
of Rmnnrood. W, Vs., r
Mr. S. S.
" I mi troubledBHwith sour stomach for twanty
Kodol cured ms sad w. sr as uinf tt In mm
lorbabr."
KIDNEY
FOR BACK ACH
Doss, headache,

JAP-A-LA- C.

J'h

TV

SeWITTt KIDNEY ass BLADDER PILLS tan mt
OO.. Ohlca
Pi spared by E. O. D.WITT

Ml

rOTI A OR API
Haj

m-lli-1-

STREET

Meat Market

riRB

INSURANCE

Secretary Mutual Bonding Association. Office at 217 West RaUrea
avenue.
.

$0.50

WOOD
DRY CEDAR

PINION

TORN1LLO.
TERMS STRICTLY CASH.
AND

John

S.

Beaven

602 80UTH FIRST STREET.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

Is. W. E. MAUGEP

WOOL

with Raube and Mauser
Of nee, 115 North First St.

Ai.nrorr.RQUE. n. u.

When you want to buy, tell,
rent or exchange

Keep busy until you find

fcj

WALKER,

Rest American Block, per ton.. I A. 50
98.50
Anthracite Nut, per ton
Anthracite btove and fiirnace

LIVERT, BALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Ex
changed.

Albuquerque.

Am Em

COAL
aatasaaaaBHi

per ton

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions,

Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Llquon
Endorsed by the County.
and Cigars. Place your orders fe
"The moBt popular remedy In Otsego county, and the best friend of my
this line with us.
family," writes Wm. M. Diets, editor
NORTH TH TJ BT.
and publisher of the Otsego Journal,
Gllbertsvllle, N. Y.. "is Dr. King's
New Discovery. It has proved to be
THIRD
an Infallible cure for coughs and
colds, making short work of the
worst of them. We always keep a
bottle In the house. I believe It to
be the most valuable
prescription
of Fresh and Salt Mae
known for lung and throat diseases." All Kinds
Steam Sausage Factory.
Guaranteed to never disappoint the
EMIL KLIENWOR7T
taker, by all druggists. Price 60c and
Hasonlo Building, North T'ui'd Utra
J1.00. Trial bottle free.

Bottled Onlj at tha Urowery In St. Lou I a. j

No. 483

ft Ice Company.

Tho American Brewing Company, St. Louis, U.S.A.
jn

q
Phone

Household Goods

..
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Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors
site the Alvarado and next door to
give
to
Sturges" cafe. Is prepared
thorough scalp treatment, do hair
dressing, treat corns, bunions and Ingrowing nails.
She gives massage
Mrs.
treatment and manicuring.
Bambini's own preparation of complexion cream builds up the skin and
improves the complexion, and is
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
For any blemish of the
machines.
face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini.

Lan-davaz- o,

Distributor?.'

is

Consolidated Liquor Company

Ii Thoroughly Sterilized,
Is Fully A ?!, which means No Hiliousiiess.
Is absolutely I'ure ami Healthful.
which lueaus No Gurus. SHOULD UK IN KVLKY HOME. THE STANDARD TABLE UEEU OF AMERICA.

COMPANY,

NEW MEXICO

oppo-

Sip

LIQUOR

'in .iiwaeM-eiM-

Eclipse Wind Mills, Lightning Hay Presses, Walter A. Wood
Mowers and Binders. Bain and Old Hickory wagons
Roswell Preparing For Big
ALL KINDS VEHICLES
Reception to Them
A LBUQUER QUE
Write ns for

Famous- tfafcH HJn V7n St. Louis
OHElVilAM BEE
CONSOLIDATED

'

'A
Hififrj)

IS A MILD RTIill'LANT versus A STItONG INTOXICANT.
(Ordinarily, liter is Just What You Want.)

1

ior.

1

Tho Gospel of True Temperance
Under th8

11.

ly

s.

Aug.

Wednesday, ArorsT

1

over-supp-

Washington.

(

OIL'S

EVENING

Star Furniture Co.
214 W.
Albuquerque

Gold Ave.
New Mexico

CAN YOU BEAT THIS?

the way of bakery products? Certain it U that you'll travel many a
weary mile to even equal our cakes.
pies, pastry, rolls, etc.
Our rooiis
are always lit demand, because those
who know appreciate their excellence. But don't forget our bread
our principal pride and source of our
success.
a
In

PIONEER BAKERY
SOT

South First Street.

If You Want A

Plumber
Telephone No. 61
The Standard
Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are
right.
--

3X3

Standard Plumbing & Heating Co

WT.DXKSDAT,

2LLBUQUERQUE

11, 1007.

AUGUST

I thought then and I think
that an universal postage of one

cents.
now

FEDERAL POSTAL

cent was the thing to do then and
that It would have been even a greater success than the half way step of
of
all
two cents. The experience
countries Is that a reduction of postage Increases the number of letters
so that what Is lost In the rate Is more
than made up fn the Increased
amount of mall sent. Parcel post In
universal use In Europe will undoubtedly come In time, nothwlthstandlng
the opposition of the express companies, but the preliminary step will
have to be an universal postage of
one cent for letters and newspapers."
DeWltt's Kidney and Bladder Pills
are best for backache and weak kidneys. Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly & Co.

TELEGRAPH
COMING

Government Official Predicts
That Radical Change
TRUST OFFICIALS

APPOINTMENTS
OFFICIALLY

MADE

JAILSAYS GIBBONS

ii

-

4.

V
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York, August 14. Cardinal
(ribbons, who Is spending his vacation at Southampton, L. I., was nk-e- d
tort.ny
his opinion of the fin
by
Imposed on the Standard
Oil
Juilgn ljondls. The cardinal said:
$29,240,000
Imposed
fine
of
"The
upon the Standard Oil company for
violations of the law Is Indeed a
large amount of money, but I am
not prepared to say whether It Is
excessive. If, however, It 4s Inadequate h compelling a compliance
with he law, the InpareeraiUrm of
ithe guHty officers, with Its attendant
disgrace, would prove a more effective remedy.
"Moral suasion olone will never
nccompli!h the needed reformation
In this direction. Many fine sermons
might be preached to these men;
but they would continue to accumulate millions by the same methods
which are now being exposed. The
disgrace of enforced Imprisonment
would prove a certain remedy, according to my understanding of Its
eftect upon this class."
TO AILING WOMEN.
A Little Sound Advice Will Help
Many a SulYercr In Albuquerque.
No woman can be healthy and well
If the kidneys are sick.
Poisons that
pass off In the urine when the kidneys
are well are retained In the body
when the kidneys are sick. Kidneys
and bladder get Inflamed and swollen, crowding the delicate female organs nearby and sometimes displacing them. This is the true cause of
many bearing-dow- n
pains, lameness,
backache, Bideache, etc.
Uric poisoning also causes headaches, dizzy
spells, languor, nervousness and rheumatic pain.
When suffering so, try Doan's Kidney Pills, the remedy that cure sick
kidneys. Tou will get better as the
kidneys get better, and health will
return when the kidneys are well.
Let an Albuquerque woman tell you
about Doan's Kidney Pills.
Mrs. H. Adair, of 817 South Edith
street, Albuquerque, N. M.. says:
"Whether my symptoms Indicated
kidney trouble or not, I was not
certain, but nevertheless from, reading about Doan's Kidney Pills I was
given a desire to try them to see if
they would not afford me at least
some relief from the pain between
and Just below the shoulder blades.
While on my feet or stirring around,
I did not feel the slightest inconvenience, but when I would sit down, the
pain would assert itself and at times
was very severe.
The use of one box
of Doan's Kidney Pills brought relief
that warrants my having a high appreciation of this medicine."
Price 50
For sale by all dealers.
Foster-Mllbur- n
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
No. 25
take no other.

fr

FEELING

EFFECT OF STRIKE
Clayton,. N. M.. August 14. As a
result of the strike on the Colorado
Southern railway, this town has an
Ice famine on its hands and Is threatClayton
ened with a coal famine.
has been without ice for A week exn
cept for a few tons shipped In by
hand at the plant Is being hoarded
two cents per pound in order to cover
expenses. A coal famine Is threatened and this would result In the
shutting down of the water and light
plant. Already the small coal supply
d
There Is a movement on foot to
lights are shut off at midnight
In order to save coal with which trt
supply the town with water In ca- the strike lasts any length of time.

Santa Fe. N. M., August 14. Under Ueneral Orders Nos. 1 and 17,
Issued by Adjutant General A. P.
Tarkington,
the reappointment of
by Governor
he adjutant general
Curry unl the appointment of members on the governor's staff ore officially announced. The ordirs read:
funeral Orders No. 10.
Territory of New Mexico.
Adiuta.nt General's Office.
Santa Fe, N. M.. August 9, 1907.
The following appointment Is announced for the information of all
concerned.
to be Adjutant
A. P. Tarkington
general, with rank of brigadier general, from February 3, 1905.
liy command of
GEORGE CURRY.
Governor ami CommnJider-dn-t'hlef- .
General Orders No. 17.
Territory of New Mexico,
Adjutant General's Office,
Santa. Fe, N. M., August 9, 1907.
General Orders No. 17.
The following appointments to the
to
staff of the commnnder-ln-chie- f.
date from today, ure announced for
the Information of all concerned:
E. W. Dobson, of AlbuqueTque, to
be Judge advocate general, with rank
of colonel.
C. 1 Italian!, of Ronwell, to be
with rank of colonel.
James W. Wilson, of Roswell,col-to
with rank of
be
onel.
Jose I. Sena, of Santa Fe. to be
with rank of colonel.
J. W. Fleming, of Silver City, to
with rank of colbe
onel.
Venceslno Jammlllo. of El Rito,
with rank of
to be
colonel.
fsecundino Romero, of Las Vegas,
with rank of
to be
colonel.
By command of
GEORGE CURRY.
Governor and Commander-in-ChleA. P. TARKINGTON, Adjutant General.
Official: Adjutant General.
p,

p,

aide-de-cam- p,
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aide-de-cam- p,
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The Limit of Ufe.
The most eminent medical sclent-Its- ts
are unanimous In the conclusion
limitathat the generally accepted
tion of human life is many years below the attainment possible with the
advanced knowledge of which the
race is now possessed. The critical
period, that determines its duration,
seems to be between 60 and 60; the
proper care of the body during this
decade cannot be too strongly urged;
carelessness then being fatal to longevity. Nature's best helper after 60
is Electric Bitters, the scientific tonto
medicine that revitalizes every organ
of the body. Guaranteed by all druggists. 60c.

bluff may go in a poker
business transaction, you
k
and
hand contains. The day of guff and flim-flastatements is passing. Men want facts upon which
they can figure.
m

gold-bric-

do not need to quote our circulation
If you advertise in the Albuquerque Citithemselves.
for
zen, you advertise in a paper that enters more homes,
is more widely read and more enthusiastically endorsed
than any other paper within the boundaries of the territory. Observe the trend of events, and decide if this is true.

evening paper is logically the best medium for advertising. In the morning, men and women have time only
have work to
for the headlines and important news-t- hey
do. In the evening, the day's work is done, and they
have leisure to read, not only the news, but the advertisements, as well. Apply reason to this and decide if it
An

with a capital Mock of 300,000 shares at $1.00 each. We Intended to
sell enough trcaMiiry stock to prospect tlio property but
licforo we were prepared to do so wo found indications so promising

p

THE

CITIZEN

! ,

PUBLISHING

COMPANY

now in on linmen.so body of eopjK-- r and gold ore.
The cliilin known as tlio Tungato Mine, adjoining us on tlio south end
of threo of our claims, vns Ia,t week sold for $150,000 to a Molilalia
syndicate, the development work at that tiino having gone through over
50 feet of high grade ore.

lleck and Wilwm, Goldtlctd parties, owning three claims adjoining us
on tho north, hove from 300 to 400 tons of ore on tlio dump, which they are
sacking for Nhipmcnt and which wimples from $150 to $600 per ton.

TRUSTEE APPOINTED
FOR

SANTA

FE BANK

Tlio Cracker Juck Company, lios Angeles parties owning the property
on tho west of us, at a depth of 113 feet have gone through over 30 feet of
high grade ore, and still are not through tlie ledge.
We have concluded to sink our shaft, which is now down 40 feet, at
least 100 feet deeper, and in order to raise tlio money to do so will ffcll
10,000 shares of our treasury stock at 25 cents per sliarc, and will assure tho
Investor tluit not a dollar will bo wasted, as tlie management is entirely
under our control and no officers draw any sulury. If we find It
necessary to offer any more stock for sale tlio price will surely be 40 cents
to 50 cents per si in re, as w liavo every reason to believe we have a
great mine, and tliot our stock under tlie small capitalization of $300,000
will eventually bo worth anywhere from $10 to $20 per share.
If so,
500 sluires that can Unlay bo purchased for tlio sum of $125, would bo
worth anywhere from $5,000 to $10,000.
If you deslro a small block of Uieso 10,000 sliarcs, or any other information, address eltlier or tlie local officers of tlio company,
CILVRLES MELINI, Vice President.
M. W. FLOURXOY, Treasurer.
K. n. SKLIJTHS, Secretary.
Room 9, Cromwell Building, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Judge John R. McFle has Issued an
order appointing Percy F. Knight, assistant cashier of the United States
Bank and Trust company, as agent
and trustee of the Second National
Rank of New Mexico, which was formerly In business In Santa Fe. He
is authorized to dispose of certain
property belonging to the bank in the
Interest of the stockholders and other
creditors and finally settle the af
fairs of the Institution. This property includes the Marshal Bonanza and
the Baca Bonanza mines which are
situated In Santa Fe county. This
action Is taken as the result of a suit
entitled Thomas B. Catron and Eu
gene A. Flske versus the Second National Bank of New Mexico and In
which Judgment was rendered in

MANDAMUS AGAINST

There's nothing so good for a sore
throat r.s Dr. Thomas' Eclectrlc Oil.

Cures it in a few hours. Relieves any
pain in any part.

PASSENGER

DISLOCATES SHOULDER
A. Cogle of San Francisco, en route
to New York, was badly injured at
Las Vegas Monday night, but wag
patched up sufficiently at the Santa
Fe hospital at the Meadow City to
resume his Journey last night. lit
had gone from the station, where a
belated train on which he was a passenger, was standing, to get a lunch
up town, the prices at the Meadow
City's Castaneda being higher than he
wanted to pay. as he returned, he
noticed that his train was on the
move and he ran for It. A porter
with a truck intervened and Cogle
was thrown to the brick pavement,
dislocating his shoulder. He picked
himself up and ran again, narrowly
missing being thrown
beneath t lie
wheels. The train was only switching, and Cogle's hurry cost him Just
one day's time In the hospital, beslilo
his Injury.

o

m

concluded to do tins preliminary work ourselves. Since then the biggest
mining men In tlio country liavo acquired nil tlio property surrounding us.
Tlio claim known as tlio Peterson property adjoining us on tlio cast was
hoUI for $30,000 to Morris Untflicrs, of Helena, Montana, who liavo Installed
a gasoline hoist and liavo threo shift working clay and night, and are

.lanta Fe. X. M., August 14. Edward L. Newcomer, boookkeeper at
the territorial penitentiary, received
a telegram yesterday afternoon notifying him of the death of his aged
In the
father, which had
morning at the family home In Aurora. Illinois. He left last night to attend the funeral, which will probably
be held Thursday or Friday.
years
The deceased was eighty-tw- o
of age and one of the pioneers of Aurora. He was a retired banker and
said to 'be quite wealthy, leaving an
estate estimated at from $400,000 to
$500,000. Besides the son In this city
there is another son In Colton,

is true.

The Albuquerque Citizen has at its disposal, a practical
and experienced advertisement writer, who has made a
thorough study of modern newspaper advertising, who will
give any assistance you may desire, or who will relieve
you entirely of the preparation of your advertisements, if
you so wish. The Albuquerque Citizen exercises discretion and taste in the setting of advertisements, and the
page. Weigh these advantages,
result is a well shown-uand decide if they are worthy.

Some few months ago tlio undersigned acquired control of four choice
mining claims In llio Great C.Yackcr Jack Mining District, Ie4h Valley,
California, ami In May lncorMrated tlio Copper lrlnoe Mining company
linmr-dinU-l-

HURRYING

results speak

We

A MINING SPECULATION THAT IS ON THE SQUARE

AT

DEAD

FATHER

The Age of Reason

Observe
Reason!
Decide!

An Honest Statement

or-an-

Santa Fe, N. M., August 14. Inwas filed today in the
formation
First Judicial district court for Son
Juan county by Attorney A. M. Ed
wards of Farmlngton, In behalf of
his clients. It. G. Graf and A. M.
Amsden, who pray for a writ of mandamus compelling the board of county commissioners of ifchnt county to
construct a bridge across the Ran
Juan river, at a point eight miles
Farmlngton.
The bill of par
Polishes and dressings for black, above
recites that a petition was
tan, brown, white, plnK, blue and ticulars
presented
the board in March lant
gray shoes at C. May's Shoe store, containing toone
ihundred signatures
314 West Central avenue.
as required by law requesting tnat
the bridge be built and which the
have Ignored. The
commissioners
title of the suit Is the, territory of
New Mexico ex rel., R. O. Graf and
A. M. Arrmden, versus the board of
counity commissioners of San Juan
aounty.
Judge McFie this afternoon granted a writ of alternative mandamus
wrhleh was made returnable here Au
gust 30, citing the county commis
game, but in a cold blooded
sioners to show why the bridge
should not be built.
have got to show what your

A
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Adjutant General Announces
Staff as Appointed by
Governor Curry.

TO
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CITIZEN.
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Will be Made.
Washington, D. C, A UK. 14. "Although the federal postal telegraph
may not come for some yearn yet
on account of existing telegraphic
commercial oondltlons and the promises of wireless telegraphy," said an
oftlclal who has been prominent in
such matters for a number of year,
"all the signs are favorable for it
ultimate adaption. It will be preceded, however, by a universal postage of one cent for letters and newspapers In this country. The fact that
the postorhce department does not
favor a reduction of a letter postage
to one cent, or a one cent transmission for newspapers does not count
as much as may be supposed by many
for the department Is no mire
strongly opposed to an universal
postage of one cent now than It was
to the reduction of postage to two
cents for letters some years since.
"All kinds of dire predictions were
furnished by the department against
the reduction to two cents, the heaviest of all being that It would not
pay. The experience of years has
shown to the contrary though of
course the postollice service as a
business does not and probably never
will pay Its own expenses.. The reduction to two cents as an Incident
to the service does pay, however, and
should not be complicated with the
rural free delivery service which Is
too new to show what can be done,
though admittedly Inexpensive. The
postal card taken all In all, has paid
handsomely. So also has the stamped newspaper wrapper.
QiiCHtion Answered.
"Both were strongly opposed by
the postofflce department for years.
The strong1 argument against the
adoption of the former, for It was In
use for a number of years In England and In Europe before we took
It up, was that people would not
on an open
send communications
card. The millions In use annually
has answered that objection suttlcl-entlIt happened that I was
among those who argued the adopof
tion
the postal card as I did the
stamped newspaper wrapper. I have
lived to see both great successes, and
I think that I will live long enough
to see the universal postage of one
cent go Into operation. England has
tout recently adopted the universal
postage of one penny for letters
throughout the kingdom of Great
Britain, and while I do not care mush
for what they may do, this Is a very
significant stand, for England seldom
goes Into any operations or enterprises unless they are very liable to pay.
Congress is Slow.
"Congress has not had up the question of an universal postage for gome
years, but it Is not a new one by any
means. Charles Summer of Massachusetts was the pioneer In that direction over 30 years ago. He argued a reduction to one cent when
three cents was the letter rate and
while he did not succeed, his efforts
brought the postage down to two

CLAYTON

EVENING

I.

For an Impaired Appetite.

De Witt's Carbonised Witch Hazel
improve the appetite
and Salve penetrates the pores and heall
strengthen tho 'digestion try a few quickly. Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly
Co.
doses
BLACK HAND SECRETS Liver of Chamberlain's Stomach and
Tablets. Mr. J. H. Belts, of DeKennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup
troit, Mich., says: "They restored my acts gently upon the bowels and
appetite when Impaired,
me clears the whole system of coughs
New York, August 14. As the re- of a bloated feeling andrelieved
caused a and colds. It 'promptly relieves
sult of the arrest of several men In pleasant and satisfactory
movement
of the throat and allays
Paterson, N. J., for alleged "Black of the bowels." Price 25 cents. Sam- IrritaUon. Sold
by J. H. O'Rlelly &
Hand" operations, the police have ples free. All druggists.
Co.
learned soma of the secrets of that
dreaded band of plotters. The information came from one of the men
under arrest, who declared he was
decoyed Into the "Black Hand."
was
The man, George Sportalll,
OKA Lett IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
Invited to become a member of a
"patriotio Italian soolety," with
inSHERWIN-WILLIAMin New York. He took the
S
PAINT Covers more, looks bast, wears
itiation, which was a hair raising
the longest, most economical; full measure.
Drops of blood were
performance.
BUILDING
PAPER Always la stock.
Plaster, Lima, Cement.
drawn from his arm and mixed with
Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc
that drawn from another member of
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.
the society. He was compelled to
swear eternal allegiance and obediandaggers,
while
ence on crossed
against
other dagger was pressed
his breast.
His name was enrolled in a formidable black book, on the cover
A. O. BIXICKE and JOHN 8. MITCHELL Invite their friends to m.k
which was painted, a dagger dripping with blood.
New Mexico headquarters at

DETECTIVES LEARN

To

J.

C.

BALDRIDGE

es

To feel strong, have good appetite
and digestion, sleep soundly and enjoy life, use Burdock Blood Bitters,
the great system tonic and builder,

The Hollenbeck Motel

TimOWX AND STEPPED
OX BY JUS HOUSE.
Raton. N. M., August 14. James
son of J.
Campbell, the
F. Campbell, of this city, met with a

Your friendship and patronage la appreciated. Courtesy and
attention to guests Is a pleasure ta us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.

Lot Angeles, California

very painful accident while engaged
In herding cattle near the city. Tho
horse threw young Campbell and then 9omo90momomomcmomom3momomomomomooomowoiom
stepped on his left leg, badly lacerating it. Although no bones were broken a large gash was cut In his thigh CtOKsO)CACKMKC
which required several stitches to
close.

Albuquerque

PURELY
Q
Q). Q. VE GETABLE

S. S. S. is recognized everywhere not only as the best of all blood purifiers and the greatest of all tonics, but the one medicine that can be taken
with absolute safety by everyone. Young or old, those in robust health, or
may use it with the same
those whose systems are delicate ami
good results, and equally without fear of any unpleasant or injurious after
effects. Next in importance to removing the cause of any disease is the
condition in which the system is left after a course of medical treatment.
Medicines containing mercury, potash or other strong mineral ingredients
often do permanent injury by eating out the delicate lining and tissues of
the stomach, producing chronic Dyspepsia, unfavorably affecting the bowels,
and so deranging the system otherwise, that even if the original disease had
been removed from the svstem it is left in such a weakened and deranged
condition that the health is permanently impaired. S. S. S. enjoys the distinction of being the only blood medicine on the market that docs not contain
a mineral ingredient of some kind. It is made entirely of the Ileal ing, cleansing extracts and juices of roots, herbs and barks gathered directly from the
forests and fi'.UU of nature, under our own supervision, and when they reach
our laboratory contain all their original valuable tonic and blood purifying
properties. Ve offer a reward of fi.fxx) for proof that S. S S. contains a
particle of r'iner .l in any form. IJeing made entirely from these vegetable
ingredients ;j. S. S. is absolutely harmless to the system, and while curing
disease adds lie.i':h and strength to every part of the body. S S. S. cures
Rheumatism:, C.;t nrh, Scrofula, .Sores and I 'leers, Shin Diseases, Contagiouf
Blood Poison, a'i all other blood troubles by removing the cause and supand strength-producinplying the circulation with fccalth-pivinualities.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. GA.

Foundry and

Machine

Works
"

H. . MALL. Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns as J Iroa
Fronts for Buildings.
on Mining mnd mill Mmohlnory m Bpoolmltr
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque. N. a.
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkola Roofing

First and Marquette

Albuqoerqae, New Mexico

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

12 0 West Railroad Avenue

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

8AMFLe A NO

CLUB ROOM 9

TAtiTi

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
Dy the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

W. S. STRICKLER

soeond-clns- a

...$5.00

M

N. M.,

Oder Act of Congress of March 3, 1870.

Tlie only Illustrated ilally newspaper In Jfcw Mexico and the best
medium of tho Southwest.

TOE AMlCQrERQlTB CITIZEN IS:
Tlic leading llopsibllcnn dnlly and weekly newspnpor of the Southwest.
Tle advocate of Republican principle and tho "Square Deal."
TIIK At.nt Qt EltQl-- E CTTTZKX HAS:
The fiiwvt equipped Job department In New Mexico.
The Intent reports by Associated Press and Auxiliary News Service.
"WE GET THE NEWS FIRST."

Want flew Uniforms

They want
The Pallors of ithe United State navy want new uniforms.
attention.
clothes that fit and they wont clothes tht won't attract so mucharmy,
long
In the
Few changes have been made in our sailers' uniform.
necessary
to secure
range rifles and new methods of warfare have made It
But in the navy, the
a inoonspicdous clothing ns possible for our soldiers.
and years.
Hun; old blue, with 'the same old style has prevailed for years
The
on a battleship.
There ia no need of a uniform to match surroundings protect
himself further
He can not
sailor must fight it out on the ship.
gun turrets.
It makes no
than the protection afforded by the armor of the
eifference to him how he is garbed for if the ship goes down, the chances
Jones.
re tern to one or worse that he accompanies it to Iavy
He
But it Is not because of bullets that the sailor asks for a change.
places.
He Is
public
wants a uniform ithat will not mark him so plainly in
not ashamed of the uniform he wears but he would like to go about as does
bLa soldier comrade, without attracting so much attention.
Commenting upon the proposed change of uniforms, the Washington
Herald says:
"It seems likely that as a result of the 'agitation about the uniform of our
Bailors In the navy there will be some decided change. ' The opinion of both
officers and men seems hostile to the present uniform which, perhaps because of long usage and custom, still seems rather picturesque to the layman.
displaying
How the blue Jacket with flaring wide collar and the under-veof the head, and the
the broad chest, the curious hat perched on the backcame
into being no one
trousers so tight in some places and so loose in others
aeems to know. The present uniform Is a curious evolution, and it has airways been more or less the subject of comment.
"Even in the old days of the 'Ingoldsby Legends' the London man, seeing
a Bailor, remarked:
"'And then he hitched his trousers up, as is. I'm told, their use;
should wear those things so loose.'
I wonder why these Bailor-me- n
"And the wonder has not ceased today.
"Certainly one could hardly devise a costume that would be more conspicuous than the present uniform of our navy's enlisted men, and there Is
probably some ground for the belief of naval officers that the 'conspicuous
WW Ire' has had a good deal to do with preventing enlistment
In the navy.
"The present uniform doea suggest a comic opera choru rather forcibly,
wtw-md It marks the Rcaman in a moat decided way
he Is ashore on leave
and enters a publlo place. It should not be a difficult task to decide on
and adopt fome serviceable and less conspicuous garb for the Jack Tar.
"One of the objections of the sailors themselves to the present uniform
is that It renders them too conspicuous, and that many proprietors of restaurants, theaters, and such-lik- e
places of public resort do not care to have
uniformed sailors as patrons.
But Is It likely that a change In the uniform
away
A uniform of some kind there must be.
will do
with this objection?
It should be worn with pride. There is nothing about the uniform of Uncle
Sam to make Its wearer feel othamed.
"It rests with the sailors themselves to see that wherever they go the
uniform of the United States navy is respected."
st

n
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.The limit has been reached.
Some one with the time and money to do
It, ought to put the everlasting kibosh on the scientists who are eternally
lagging up things.
A Chicago scientist thinks children should not wear
clothing; another believes that eventually women wdll wear moustaches and
beards and cites scientific facts to prove it; another believes that shoes
should be tabooed; while another one declares houses should be dispensed
with altogether and tents substituted.
But the limit was certainly reached
when a scientific old gazabo made an analysis of 'the component parts of a
The editor of am exchange, who, by the way. Is a mighty
human body.
mean man. makes good use of these scientific facts to "rub it In" on a some
soulful young man and he does so In the following inexcusable mariner:
"Young man that beautiful young girl whom you were overheard the other
evening addressing as 'a solid drop of honey' and the "sweetest thing on
arth' doesn't contain more than about three ounces of sugar.
It has been
shown by analysis that a young person weighing 154 pounds (that's about
weight
Isn't t?) Is composed of 96 pounds of water, S pounds of the
tier
white of eggs, a Ifcttle les than 1 pound of glue, 34 hi pounds of fat, 814
pounds of phosphate of lime, 3 ounces of sugar and starch, 7 ounces of chlo
ride of calcium, 6 ounces of phosphate of magnesia and a little ordinary table
Be more careful next time and go further back In the shade so when
alt.
you tell her 'honey yarns' you won't get caught at It."
The following from tho Arizona Silver Belt, ought to be referred to the
Hague conference: "George Fay, a
son of K. L. Fay, would
appear to be in way to equal the cat record of nine lives.
Wednesday after- moon the boy fell over the side of a wagon In which he was riding near the
C. R. T. & P. depot, and was run over by the rear wheel.
He got up as
ine wneei roiiert rrom his abdomen and started running across the street
dodging aireotly In front of a horse In a hack team.
The animad trampled
thf; boy and two wheels of the vehicle ran over him before the driver could
WThen he got down to see how badly the boy was hurt the young man
w is ma King nos way up the street, a trifle lame but whistling cheerfully."
nine-year-o- ld

J I, 11)07.

CROCKERY AND GLASSWARE
The YOUNG HOUSEKEEPER
Should furnish her closets and sideboard
with china graceful in its lines, beauteous in design, made of such clay and so
baked as to be a model of elegance and
Rtandwear strength. Plenty of it in our
large collection of table and other wear
for every housekeeper old or young
in town.

r,

DO YOU GET THE CITIZEN?
Owing to the fact that even
the best carrier boys The Citizen is able to secure will now
and then Till to deliver your paper and also owing to the fact
that your neighbor may now
nnd then unthinkingly appropriate The Citizen left at your
door and forget to return it,
this paper has arranged with
the Postal Telegraph company
to deliver you an extra copy In
the event that yours falls to
reach you. There is no additional expense to you. If your paper does not reach you by regular carrier coll up the Postal
company
Telegraph
PHONE
NUMBER 36 and tell them. A
messenger boy will supply you
with a copy of The Citizen. In
this manner, we can also keep
track of the "misses" of our
own carriers and you can get
your paper rain or shine.
REMEMBER THE NUMBER
PHONE 36.

non-suppo- rt
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Robert Putney, the wholesale gro
cer, Joined his family on the Pecos
today.
A regular communication of Tem
ple Lodge No. 6, A. F. and A. M.,
will be held on Thursday, August ID,
at 8 o'clock. Work. All Masons from
other lodges are cordially invited. By
order of the W. M. Frank H. Moore,
acting secretary. ,
There will be a meeting of the of
ficials, executive committee
and ad
visory board of the territorial fair
association this evening at 8 o'clock
sharp to consider matters of importance, one of which Is the matter of
Inviting Governor Curry to formally
open the fair and be a guest of the
fair association.
Mrs. J. A. Hubbs received a tele
gram yesterday from her husband.
Manager Hubbs, of the territorial
fair from Denver, which stated that
he was leaving Denver and going to
Cheyenne, Wyo. Manager Hubbs IsIn the northwest
boosting the i.inand looking for attractions, particu
larly race horses.
Manager Douglass, of the Santa Fa!
telegraph
oitiees
here, said this
morning that the telegraphers' strike
was not affecting the commercial
business being done of the .Santa Fe
wires In the least. All commercial
messages offered were being trans
mitted with dispatch, and as far as
he was then aware, they would continue to be sent with dispatch to all
points along the Santa e.
Shrlners will please notice thai a
mistake was made yesterday in an
announcement
regarding the shrine
doings to take place at Silver City
on August 28.
Instead of reading,
"Albuquerque Shrlners who care to
trip,"
make the
the notice should
have read, "Any Shrlners wh.i care
to make the trip should notify Secretary Harry Bullard, so that he ran
arrange for accommodations in advance."
Mounted Policeman Murray, who
was In the city yesterday from ths
55unl mountains, reported the rinding
of the horse stolen some time ago by
Gabril Romero, the Estancla valley
horse thief, who was taken to Estancla last week from the penitentiary
to testify against
Domingo Valles,
now acquitted of the murder of Colonel J. Francisco Chaves. The animal was recovered in western Valencia county.
News has reached this city of the
suicide of George W. Delemater, who
killed himself at his home near Pitls-gurPa., a few days ago. Mr. Dele
mater was located for some time at
Hlllsboro, Sierra county, where he
had mining Interests and was a fre
quent visitor to Albuquerque, where
he had many friends.
He was a;
one time a.jtlate senator In Pennsylvania and an
for governor and was prominent throughout
his home state.
The members of the local sociely
of Lady Maccabees loaded themselves
Into Trimble's Jumbo excursion wagon yesterday
morning and hied
themselvea away to the cool recesses
of Bear canyon for a day's recrea- g,

LORD

ASHTQN HAS
NARROW ESCAPE

Clonge, Ireland, August 14. Lord
Ahhton had a narrow escape from
dearth nt his residence at Ulenabtry
icfge early this morning.
A bomb
was thrown against the wall of his
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Chicago, 111. .August 14. Judge
Landls today postponed until Sept.
3 the grand jury investigation
of the
thj
Chicago rebating case against
Chicago & Alton, growing out of the
In
recent trial, which resulted
the
conviction of the Standard Oil company of Indiana. Thy Judge Raid that
he had received notllU'iUion from At
torney General Uor.r. parte that the
Chicago & Alton, had been promoted
Immunity and he ordered an adjournment in order that the record of the
case might he looked Into.
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If you need anything in this line call or write to us

h

Our Prices Can't be Beat

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
XXXZXXXXXXXXZXXXXXXXIXXIXXXXXXXXXIXXUXUIXIIXmXXZTTXTrXXXXXIXXXXXXXXXIXIXXX

fIVE MEN KILLED

Douglas, Arizona, August 14. In
a purely local tmrm at Cananea five
In
men were killed oy lightning
widely separated districts. All were
ratlves.
One wa killed t the upper concentrator, one at the lower concentrator, one at the smelter, one at the
slaughter house and one at the arch"
of the bridge. The dead natives are
Jose Santana, Miguel Soto, Awastaclo
Lopez, Benito Avaco and Jesus

Our Men's Suits have received orders to move and move they must.
We'll make every one of them move at some price. It's good business on our
part. But, while a loss for us, it's

A GREAT SAVING FOR YOU
If you were a Clothier, Sir, and had more suits on hand than you could possibly sell this season would you keep them over until next year and let them get
out of style and rusty besides losing the use of the money or sell them now ?
Sell them of course you would, so would any sensible Man.

LABOR OPPOSF.n TO
ST.WUARD'S RIG FIXE.
Milwaukee, Wis., August 14. Theg
Federated Trades council, at a me;t-Inheld yesterday, passed resolutions
against
opposing the fine imposed
the Standard Oil company by Judge
unsay
that
resolutions
Landls. The
der present business conditions thj
people will eventually have to pay
the fine. The only remedy, it says,
Is In government ownership.
Our Black Cat stockings for men,
women and children outwear anything on the market. They are a
boon to everybody who has no time,
inclination or ability for darning; 12 ij
C. May's Shoe
to 50 cents pair.
store, 314 West Central avenue.
One pint mineral water cures and
prevents constipation. Ask your grocer for It.

ORDERS I

MEN'S SUITS GET MARCHING

STORM

That's Just What We're

Going to Do

-

SEE PRICES IN WINDOWS

:
3
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E. C. Arnold, secretary and manager of the Inland Fire Insurance company of Spokane. ays that Vice President Fairbanks won
145 from him at
poker.
What will the good pastor of Merldan Street Methodist Episcopal
church at Indianapolis say now?
If Cocktail (formerly Buttermilk) Charley
does not mend his ways he is likely to be called upon at quarterly session
for explanations.
The Roswell Register-Tribun- e
of recent issue suvs: "The Impression
made by Governor-to-B- e
Curry upon the people of Roswell who did net already know him was distinctly favorable.
n was
of a soldier who will
obey orders, and a commander with Intelligence In that
abundance for any emergency.
New Mexico needs that kind of a man far more than It does a
n
or a diplomat."
poll-ttolu-

.!i;f l...'V.1i. ...
Th Silver Beit iKt7tlu7'hi'Zi.U I1!' 'it
i.
Ian paper bou.sts of buildings not yet completed being rented.
That's nothing; In Globe prospective renters go down on their knees to Implore
people
to build for them, and buildings' are rented before the owner has finally
decided to build."
i

v

The Oarruozo Outlook says that a boy fell from a burro near there recently and broke an arm.
The Outlook, failed to state whether the burro
was exceeding the speed limit of a mile in two hours or not.
The Estancla News Is greatly worked up over the f.u t (hot Its papers
don't get to the reader on time.
Perhaps a little postage would eolve the
problem.
A

kiss.

Chicago preacher says he would throw away a biscuit ajiy time for a
Well a ho!e lot depends upon the biscuit.
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Look over these price cuts and, if ever you expect to buy another Suit of
Clothes buy It now. It will be the best investment ever made.

STRIKE SETTLEMENT

J

1

I Ammunition By the Cat Load
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X ALTON

In, reply to the question: "Please tell when and where are, or Is. the
correct time for a gentleman to lift or remove his hat," the Wichita Beacon's
chaperon replies. "Without consulting authorities of etiquette; In fact, giving
H to you
so to speak, we should say at the following times and on
the following occasions, respectively, the hat should eMher be lifted or reas
moved
circumstances Indicate: When mopping the brow; when taking a
batfi; when eating; when going to bed; when taking up a collection; when
having the hair trimmed; when being shampooed; when Handing on the

Referring to Dr. Wiley's recent attack on pie, an eastern writer
l
the detected presence of a dash of xenzoate of soda in a nation's pie
Interpolated therein by some thrifty miscreant, damn, the pabulum of our
lWhers?
In response an outraged, humiliated and insulted American manhood will cry out as with a single clarion voice:
Nixy! Not on your

a.

Winchester Repeaters
Remington Automatics
L. C. Smith Guns
Colts
Iver Johnson and Harrington & Richardson
Revolvers

ep.

head."

1

Strong Block
Corner 2d and Copper

F. H. Strong

apartments, shattering the wall and
t t slroylng mimt of
the furniture.
Ashton was uninjured.
Ashton has been threatened by
agitators many times of late.

IN LIGHTNING

11

Now is the Time to Fill up Your Patterns

1

CHICAGO

DISCOUNT

ALSO APPLIES TO ALL

baskets of lunch
along and had a big spread on tho
ground.
Leaving the canyon after
the sun hail descended quite low on
the western horizon, they arrived In
the city at 7 o'clock last night.
A piece of land In precinct No. 5.
Los Orlegos, was recorded today as
sold by j.
Arrnljo and wire to
Conception Armljo.
A suit for divorce was filed In tho
district court clerk's olllce today oy
Eduvlgen de Lucero against Romo
Romulo Lucero. The plaintiff makes
and abanthe charge of
donment against her husband.
attorney
Baca Is the
for the
plaintiff.
A suit styled Mellnl and Eaklns vs.
Candldo Padllla was filed by Attorney
W.
E.
Dobson respersentlng the
plaintiff today In the district court.
prays Judgment against
plaintiff
The
the defendant in the sum of $88.08
all alleged to he due for merchandise purchased, together with interest and costs of suit.
The Consolidated Liquor company
vs. Jesus M. Padllla Is the title of
a suit filed In the district court today.
The plaintiff asks Judgment
in the sum of 1381 09, alleged to be
due for goods bought and not paid
for, together with '.nlerest and costs
Attorney E. W. Dobson is
of Buit.
the attorney representing the

ABOUT TOWN

mntter at tho rostoffloc of Albuquerque,

THAT 20

Hon. They took

00

AtUlST

WKDXKSDAY,

..'

srnsciuiTioN hates.
One year by ninil In advance
One month by mail
One niontli by carrier within city limits

CITIZEN.

SEE E. O. TRICH.
My name In Prices E. O. Price. I am here to stay. I like' the town and
I like the people. The climate Is the acme or anything and everything de.
slrable. I have established the E. O. Price Real Estate Agency. My office
Is 212 South Second street bear that number In. mind, 212 South Second
Street. If you have anything in my line to sell see E. O. Price. I will sell
It for you. if you have anything to rent see E. O. Price. I will rent It for
you. My bread and butter depends upon giving you good and prompt ser
vice. Call and see me and lets get acquainted.
SEE E. O. PRICE.

EDITOR

MANAGING

PRESIDENT

Entered as

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

TY)VTl,

HflilY

EXPECTED

Los Angeles. Cal.. August 14. A
settlement of .the boilermakers' strike
In the Harrlman roads here is hourly expected, as a conference with the
officials is now taking paace ana me
committees of employes believe that
all matters will ue adjusted satisfactorily.
Foreman W. H. Carter, of the Los
Angeles shop, hai resigned his posi
tion, and as the removal or carter
was the dole denials made upon the
company, it is anticipated that the
men will return to work at once.
MANY

ZIONISTS
E

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

NUE

j j j

Andrew Jackson Chair
The historical "Old Hickory" Chair.

WILL

Light, comfoi table, durable
and especially adapted to hard
service.

TO LAS VEGAS

Las Vegas, N. M.. August 14.
Some time since the
powieites, under the leadership of
Overseer Vollva, Dowle's successor,
purchased 5.000 acres of land on the
mesa near this city and now tha land
the
Is being parcelled out among
Oowleltes at a small pro rata. They
expect to come here in a body, and
will probahly start a Ilon colony
near this city- The fact that Zlon City near Chicago Is involved in legal dlilioulties
the sale of
which have rendered
much of Its property necessary to
pay dobts has caused the movement
toward the southwest.
Sk-'Ui1.- )

w
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ix) li vtiVF.
Seoul. Korea, August 14. The Korean Buprems court has passed sentence upon the members
of
the
Uague deputation.
Vt Sangsol has been condemned t'J
b hanged and It Chow and Yt Chun
entuud to life imprisonment.

Pi Ice . .

$2.75
ROCher to match 3.25
.

....

Come and see our line of
f1 T III rT r nmniTiinr

ALBERT FABER'S
308-31- 0

W. Central Avenue

.... Staab Building
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TELLES

SPENT

SEARCH

FOUR

FOR

A. J. MALOY

OPEN

T

III ALBU

SEPTEM-

WILL

famous brand
CLUB HOUSE
CANNED FRUITS

P

Rand VEGETABLES
B

A full line always in

stock
Our Prices ARE right
You know the goods

J
ji
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250
Pleased People
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Every Day
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public schools
The Albuquerque
Considerable anxiety is being felt,
Oetaviano Telle, the man brouglit
here yesterday from San Hafuel, Va- both here and in San Juan county will open Tuesday, September 3.
lencia county. by Mounted Policeman over the whereabouts and welfare Thl heated season will doubtless be
passed by that time o that pupils
Murray, and lodged in trie Uernallllo
county .jail, charged with the murder of John Hurt, a teamster 60 years of can take up their studies with ?.est.
by
young
The prospects for an unprece
of
man
name
age.
of a
the
Hurt mysteriously disappeared
Marcos at San Rafael on Xew Year's from this city on June 25th and no dented enrollment in all departments
are assuring and Indicate clearly
morning. 180, was seen at the coun trace
has been had of him sin;e, that our city schools by their past
ty Jail this morning, and does not
deny th4 he shot Marcos. To a re- though a vigorous search has been record for progrewriveness, and sound
of Instruction,
and thorough
porter of The Citizen, Telles told a made far and wide.
have won the confidence of our peovery straight forward story about the
Albuquerque
came
to
on
Burt
tho
ple.
whole affair, recounting the killing, above day with a load of sheep and
The outlook for the high school Is
his arrest, his escape from the Jail goat pelts for
Wetherill, a especially flattering and the board of
at Los L,unas and his tliKht to Mex prominent stock man of Pueblo
lion-lteducation wMt.h their usual sagacity
ico, and the life that he has
led
He was accompanied on the nave engnged the strongest corps of
since the killing.
Journey
by
a teachers that this department
from Pueblo Ponlto
has
Telle and Maroon Cousins.
by the name of Henry Peck and ever enjoyed.
Each department in
The killing took place Just outside man
In
sevtogether
they
were
charge
of
Is
high
by
strong
flchool
a
the
headed
of the Caithollc church at San Jta eral loads of wool as well as the one
teacher, and no effort will be spared
fael, and according (o Telles, it was load of pelts.. The wool was placed to
the Albuquerque high school
the result of a trivial quarrel and in storage here, while the pelts v ere onemake
of which our cltlzenis may Justly
the Imbibing of too much wine by sold to the firm of E. O. Garcia &
some of the progressive
proud,
be
both he and Marcos.
the company paying Burt $23.23 members of the board are enthusias"Marcos was a cousin of mine, ' Co.,
, the
According
Mr
to
for
same.
over
practical education and re
said 'Telles this morning, '"and we Welherill, ivho has moved to Albu- tic
gard the moderate Introduction of
were the best of friends; we used
querque
disappearance,
Kurt's
since
training
manual
into our schools with
together at my house. I have
was instructed to sell the hlJot favor.
felt very remorseful since the killing. Hurt
money
bring
to
Is
and
Puebat
too
well known to need
him
the
The fact
I dldn t want to run away, but my
mention here that no factor which
friends stole me away and put me on lo ItHonlto.
that Immediately aftef makes for the permanent growth
a train and told me to go. That waa gettingis said
hide and development of an American
the money for the
shortly after the killing. I had been Hurt began
drinking
and as far as city is so Important as a good system
staying at the sheriff's house at Los can be learned, was drunk
last of public schools and n may be safewhen
Lunas, and mid no trouble to get seen. During this spree Hurt was
ly said that nothing attracts populaaway."
seen
of
the tion of a desirable kind so surely and
around various resorts
Too Much Wine.
so
rapidly toward a city as its repu
spent
to
city,
is
known
have
and
The killing, according to Telles, some money, how much, however, tation
for a high class school system.
was done in a moment of drunken could
not be learned.
The Albuquerque Board of Educa
provocation. There had been a watch
kept this fundamental fact
Now
has
supposition
one
is
tion
Burt's
that
t.
party at ' the church and an
have Is that he spent all the steadily In mind as the present en
The festivities lasted lato friends
paid him for the hides while viable reputation of our schools testi
into the morning. It was 3 o'clock money and
when he sobered up and fy.
in the morning when Marcos camr-ou- t drunk,
Superintendent Sterling Is now In
what he had done, became
realized
of the church, with a gun in iiLi very much
stricken and in the eity and enn be seen at his office
hand. It was then that Telles shot his shame conscience
for consultation at any time In the
A re
left the country.
him.
port to support this supposition is forenoon. He resides at 315 West
His Travels.
avenue,
a half block
person
Iead
one
he
told
Burt
that
that
After leaving Los Lunas, Telle was going to Mexico and another from his office,about
but may usually be
went to Kl Paso, lie spent fourteen that
office.
He will be glad
was going to Magdalena, and found in the
years in Mexico and then came home. It is he
also reported that he was een to meet parents and patrons at any
After a short visit at San Kafucl, he the latter
June,' with A sack time.
came to Albuquerque and worked in of clothinKrHiton OC his
t
ws'klng
the local Santa Ke shops making gas- south on the Santa F buck.
tracks ir.. the
kets. He spent May. June. July and loom yards.
August of 1904 In this city. Aft?r Aruuiiient Ajrninst Runaway Theory
making a little stake he went to Tru- - - Rut an argument w hich may be
M., and opened a trad
jillo Lake,
against this theory is that even
ing store and traded with the Navajo made
HERE AUGUST 25
Hurt did squander $28 belonging
Indians. After tiring of the trading if
to
Mr.
Wetherill. that was not suin-ciestore, he wont to San Francisco and
for t 'm to leave the
work for the firm of liibo and Nc.C-ma- country,reason
as he had and still has a Geronlmos Will Import Pitcher From
He was in San Francisco dur- team of mules
at Pueblo Honlto and
ing the earthquake ajid barely es- other property many
Esianeia for the Game.
times the val-.caped from the catastrophe with his of $28.
unforlife with thousands of other
, Knowing this, Burt's most intlma'e
Though the Browns will be at
tunate human beings.
friends fear that he has been the vie Trinidad a week from Sunday there
Ixist lluby Girl.
foul play or else a malady of will bo an exciting ball game at
Telles then came back to the land tini of
brain. In the case of foul play Traction park nevertheless. Manager
of the cacti and chile, and accepted the
they
that he Is dead. In the Ryan, of the Geronlmos. has received
a position on the section with the case offear
the malady of the brain they word that the Socorro team will be
Santa Fe at Berry, Ariz.
that he has suddenly beconv here on that date to do battle with
Telles was married in San Itafatl fear
Insane and has wandered away, and tho wearers of the green. The Sothree years ago to one of the young become
and possibly may have corro team has been considerably
ladies of the village In which he was perished lost
strengthened and Is now practically
in the desert.
born. Eight months ago a baby girl
Richard Wetherill, Burt's late em In the condition which it will be at
was born to the union. Two week's ployer,
himself in the tho time of the Sooorro county
ago God saw tit to remove the Utile case to has Interested
play a rethe Geronlmos-Avi- ll
the extent of maklne in
child from its parents.
In every direction for the old turn game at Socorro. The game a
Telles was 17 years of age when qulries
man,
every effort so far to dis week from Sunday Is the second of
he shot his cousin, and is now at thvs cover but
became of him, has prov a series of games between the two
half way point of three score ana ed of what
no
teams and In view of the excellent
avail.
ten. He has a good address, ai.d
Hurt Had flood Record.
work of Pitcher Hagerman of the
speaks English as fluently as a proWhen seen this morning, Mr. Socorros, who has been In the habit,
fessor of the language. He is of line Wetherill
said:
in
has
been
of late, of striking out from fifter-"Burt
physique, and when seen at the Jail my employ for the last six months to
men at every game played,
this morning was. well and neatly and he has worked for George Urett the twenty
Geronlmos will Import a battery
dressed.
game. A foryars.
ATbuquerque
He for the
of Flora Vista for twelve
Conscience Stricken.
an honest old man and I never mer pitcher for Cornell coiloge, who
After telling the reporter about the Isheard
his going on a drunk or Is now In Estancla, has promised to
killing, the escape and his travels, taking of
money that did not belong to toss the ball for the Geronlmos.
Telles hesitated for a moment as If him before.
proihnbly intended
contemplating saying more. !' was to take only a He
few drinks here, but
Subscrilte for Th Evening Citizen.
ru lie got
several seconds, tt
drunk before he knew it and so
could make up his mind. Finally he squandered
money.
view
of
his
In
away;
run
said: "I did not want t3
his good reputation he may have
I knew I was doi.is vron. and I been
Win. Wallace McClellan
ashamed to go back home, es
told my friends that I would rather pecially
he had used the money
stay and stand trial. This thing has belongingwhen
never
am
me.
sure
I
to
he
12
me for years. Jt Intended to
been bothering
steal and his team of Justice of Peace, Precinct No.
I thought u mules
worried me always.
my
t
place,
Is nsw
is
ALBUQUCRQUK.
which
N.
M.
month ago that 1 would lll the
Xhau. enaugh .security for what
officers of the luw about it and get more
Notary Public
money he used. We have made in
it off my mind, but our child became qulries everywhere,
but as yet oannot Collections made at Korber Building 124
sick. They arrested me Sunday locate him. On account
of his age
morning."
sftfne aecldeat
he may have stiffeY-ed
N. Second Street From 9 to 12 a. m.
In some out of the way place and bo
and 2 to 4 p. m.
be unable to return.
YOUNG MAN KILLED
Residence 723 M. Fourth St.
Kit-har-
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OPKX.

' Tuesday. Thursdays. Saturdays

mid Sundays 10 to 12 a. in., 2 U
5 p. m., 7::S0 to 10:30 p. in.
Friday Nights Reserved for Irl-vat- c
Skutlnir Parties.
Admission, Including Skates, 25o
LADIES FllEK.

4

NEAR
hriduk iirnxs
CROCKER

STATION.
Engle. N. M., August 14. (Special.) Several cars and a culvert ten
feet In length at Crocker station, ten
miles north of here, were destroyed
by fire last night- - The origin of the
fire Is unknown. Train No. 10 was
detained for several hours which it
required to repair the bridge.

C. F. Allen
Cornices,

Galvanized

fan-whe-

SAYS CIGAR TRUST

STROKE

ASSUMED

Clayton, N. M , August 14. Eugene Mackay, who lives near
twenty miles Kurthwest of
Clayton, wag killed by lightning in a
peculiar way. With a companion, '
A Howard, he had ridden into a
pasture to secure some horses, and
had dismounted In order to close the
pasture gate, when the bolt of light
ning struck him. It came from an
almost cloudless sky and Mackay's
body was badly burned .by the concussion, but his horse was unhurt.
Ab Howard was only a few feet
away and was stunned for some min
utes. When he recovered, he summoned help and had Mackay's body
taken to his home.
Cur-rump- a,

Ugfete, Stock

and Storage
Tanks, H o t
Air Furnaces,

1

Tin

Roofing,

Guttering, etc.
Jobbing

General

Chicago. 111., August 14. The figM
against the "tobacco truwt" centered
as
in Chicago when L. 1). Powers.

,

I

,

305 West Gold

Call up 597
When in need

of

anything in the

BAKERY LINE
French Bakery Co,

202 E.R.fi.Ave.

a

Reliable

Full Bet of Teeth
$1.50 up
Gold Filling
SO
Gold Crow Js
Painless Extracting . . . 50c

president of the National cigar store,
filed a bill for an injunction In the
A RSOLITKLY
circuit court, restradning the National ALL WOIUl ANTEEtt.
Cigar Stands company from prouecu-cutin- g
its business further under tluut
name.
Tboioae T. Ryan, of New Tork,
and James B. Duke, of Jersey City,
are named in the bill as organizers
ef the alleged trust, w hich, Powers
savs. is composed of a number of

,r.,V,l,.l

l
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Cor.

Stcond

MOVING

St.

and Ltsd

PICTURES
TRATED

and

Awt,

ILLUS-
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SONGS

SONGS.

Where the .Mo!mk Flown.
Uio Southern Hose Grow.
Coo! und Comfortable. Plenty of Scats- 45 Minutes of Amusement.
Where.

.

quality, to be on J
sale Friday, August 16th, at 2:30 p.m.
at the Low Price of

A

L CENTS

l--

2c

9 YARD

HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing Works
Ladies' and Gentlemen's Clothes, Cleaned,
Pressed and Repaired. Goods Called for
n
and Delivered.
Orders Given
Prompt ttention
.X.
LET US CALL FOR YOUR CLOTHES
MRS. ROSE HENRY, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
w. Silver, Rear Savoy Hotel. Tel.. 489
109-.

Out-of-tow-

ARMORY SUE

1

Saddle horses a specialty. Best
drivers In the city. Proprietors of
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
BAMBROOK BROS.
Phone 69".
112 John Street

If you want to get to a cool place in a hurry, wire ns at

Rood.

AtlmiwHion

lCJcj

...

THE VALLEY RANCH
cooooooexxxxxxooo

University of New Mexico
it

COLLEGE,

ENGINEERING,

PARATORY

it

1

The Leading Stationer.

AND

Agent for

Travelers' Insurance Co.,
The Strongest Company
Writing .cc'dent Insurance in tlie World.

PRE- -

NORMAL,

COMMERCIAL

COURSES

f
I

No Tuition for New Mexico Students. Board and
Room on the College Campus. Term Begins Monday, August 19, 1907.

W. G. TIGHT, President

P. Matteucci
riRST CLASS SHOEMAKER
A NO

MM

WTO

REPAIRER

FRONT,

toe North

rtrmt

Whose Fault Is It?

w

The plan of your new house may
be correct, but unless you have good
building material you're going to be
disappointed
"That'a What!" "It'a
up to you" to Insist that every stick
of lumber that goes Into your house
comes from this house then you'll
get the right thing at the right price
every time.

imimrw

Beauty Parlors
120 South Fourth St.
Hair Dresslnr
Shampooing

Fclal Maiure
Electro kxis

Scilp Treatment
Manicuring
Children' Hair Cutting

RIO

We manufacture all
kinds
of Ladles' Hair Goods. Complete line of Switches, Pompadours, Puffs, Wigs, etc.
We carry a complete line
of Alleen Berg's Celebrated
Creams and Tonics, which are
especially prepared
for this
climate. Your patronage Is respectfully solicited.

oooooocoocxxoooooooooooooo

ft
and Loans

Pecos, New Mexico

HAWLEY

GUAR.

2nd St

n,

On the Comer

$8

M. L. SCHUTT

Glor-let-

N. M., telling ns what train you will take and come on up.
Our wagon will meet you.
The round trip fare to Glorlctn Is $3.00; the stage fore to (lie
ranch Is $1 and the rate nt the ranch Is $8 per week.
Yo will try to see that you have a good time.
The. flslitng Is

LUMBER

CO.

Corner Third and Marquette

H

h

GRANDE

Phone 8

H

Mr. and Mrs.

9

James Slaughter,

These Are

:

Proprietors

JOg
lfcatA
yHfe-

3
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Your Credit is Good
--

WI th- -

E. M AHARAM

-

J

ate

Womt

Buying
Days

and

Control

REMEMBER

Carriage

Easy Terms

Clothe your family on $1.00
per week

Low Prices
Do you Intend buying
.enlcle t enjoy the summer months? If you
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
we have many good styles within the range of modest Incomes.
Top Eiuggles, Kunabouta. Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and
us.
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Guarantee every pair
of GLASSES I Fit to be
I

Albuquerque Carriage

Corner First and Tljeras Road.

ABSOLUTELY

W.

C. H. CARNES, O. D.
At YANOWS,

1

Co.

CORRECT

u. PATTERSON

Llvery
out HtJttrcUnt; BtubleH
Wel iiilver
TeleDhn
1

14 W. Central
311-31-

10

1

THE VALLEY RANCH

Eastman Kodaks

Supplies Finishing for Amateurs.
loan Kodaks free.

1
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Highland Livery

500 Pieces of New Outing
Pretty Patterns, Best 12

SUPERIOR
PLANING MILl7
REE OUR NEW BRICK BUILDING

s
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Flannels
Fishing.
to Work,
ufA Getting
Child' Hate.
CarnHul at Nice.

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
s
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the
eastern-mad-

Says. "Why Not Vsc
Smelter Site Fund."

v

i I tlcif. Corn
Life and Accident,

THE GOLDEN RULE

SCREENS

FLY"

The matter of purchasing a site
for the new armory Is still lagging
although the special committee jf
the Commercial club appointed re
cently to decide on a slta has re
ported favorably on the three lots n
Silver avenue directly back of the
Elks' opera house. The club accept
ed this site and has an option on
the property, but this is as far as the
matter has gone.
"Something definite should be doie
at once," said Major B. Kuppe this
morning.
This thing has dragged
a.lotig for mouths and while the bus!
ness men of the city favor acquiring
the site and have virtually agreed
upon the site proposed, the cash has
I
not been put up as yet.
have
npoken to a number of local people
lately and they agree with me that
it would be a good idea to use tin'
$2,250 necessary
purchase the
td
Silver avenue property, out of the
smeltpr site fund. If a meeting of
the Commercial club were called (3
of the citizens
ascertain the ie"-in this regarl T think it would be
unanimously agreed upon to ue
some ofjthls money than start out a
new subscription list. In any event
tne sue snould oe secured at once.
MANY JAPAN
ARE
Kll,I.i;i BY STORMS,
Victoria, It. C, August 13. Heavy
loss or lire is reported from Centra
Japan because of floods, according
to advices received by the steamer
Athenian.

ROOM 12. N. T. ARM1JO ULDG.

Real Estate
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Iluppe

.Major

Under Savoy Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

C.

NEEDED
FOR

Pits. COPP and PETTIT.

219 South

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - - J

Dentist ITU IXIXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIIT3

.

CRYSTAL THEATRE

$2,250

t,l (fill.

zntion of $500,000,000.
Powers says that he holds the exNEAItLY IIEI OS
clusive control of a certain brand of
TOP OF PIKE'S PEAK. enods which the managers of the
Colorado Sprngs, Colo., August 14. "(rust" have unsuccessfully tried a
Twenty-four
women and twelve number of times to acquire.
men, all eastern tourists stopping at ' In July, 105. the complainant
Manltou, came near dying In a bllK- the promoters of the combine
zard on the summit of Pike's Peak organized the National Cigar Stands
last night from cold and exhaustion. company in New Jersey with $500,-00- 0
As a rewMlt of their terrible expercapital, and charges that the
iences, a dozen or more of the women eimlHarity of names has canned him
are today confiied to their beds in a great lass of trade and many other
annoyances.
Manltou hotels and in this city.

Open Day and Night.

mlsadi-mlnstratl-

ant

HIS NAME Consult

Santa Fe Restaurant

C. Edward Newcomer Is
coming
back to Albuquerque to live.
Tho word came over the wire last
night. Mr. Newcomer has resigned
his position as bookkeeper Bt the
territorial penitentiary at Santa Fe
and will again assume the duties as
deputy United States marshal under
M. Fora- t'nitcd States Marshal
ker, which he resigned about a year
ago to accept the Santa Fe position.
The kite change, however, is no
many
surprise to Mr. Newcomer's
friends here. He was disappointed
with Ms appointment at Santa Fe
shortly after ihe went there and has
ever since been angry with himself
for going. Several times he tried to
resign during the Trelford
at the penitentiary, but
was each time prevailed to remain.
His friends say that he was prevailed
upon to remadn with promiaes that
were never fulfilled.
When Superintendent Llttrell took
charge of the penitentiary, Mr. Newcomer again attempted
to resign,
giving the reason that he wanted to
come back to Albuquerque. Superintendent Llttrell prevailed upon him
to remain until a successor to Governor Hagerman was appointed, to
which Mr. Newcomer agreed. Mr.
Newcomer will be welcomed back to
Albuquerque by a host of friends.
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BY LIGHTNING

Sky

Where to Dine Well
10 NEWCOMER

Itcsluns Position an lookkcctcr nt
Penitentiary to Accept Vnlted
States Marshal Depot j ship.

Alleged Slayer of San Rafael Friends of San Juan County Superintendent Sterling Says
Man Fear He Has Met
Teachers Are Best Ever
Boy Is Remorseful-The- y
Employed In Albuquerque.
With Foul Play.
Were Cousins.

anything in the line of the
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The place to get
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You know It Is the duty of a Judge
to do his talking from the bench.
As regards
the general economic
problem suggested by the Standard
Oil ciwe. It Is patient that I cannot

talk of that, for the reason that nnv- thlng I might any would be Immediately construed as specific reference
to tne matter that I cannot discuss.
Judge I And Is kept his word In
this regard rigidly. Hut theie wn
no mistaking his attitude toward the
Justice of his decision or his belief
that his position will ultimately be
sustained.
Watching the fiiw.
The Judge Is now supposed to be
taking his summer holiday. He said.
however, that he would run up to
I lilcHgo from time to time to attend
to "some
formal court matters."
Some of these formal matter are
the Standard's notice of appeal and
the fiction of the Alton grand Jury,
which, it Is believed, will seek prison sentences for the heads of the
big corporations.
Further proof of the Judge's conviction that the sentence would
stand the test of nppetl was taken
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United States Judge Hencsaw Mountain

Laiidirt,

fnnu hU latest

MARKET

Tjtmll. soa

homo In
from his comments on newspaper
editorials criticising hl3 sentence.
"Some of these are very queer,"
he mid, pointing to a large stack of
papers from all parts of the world.
Just at that moment several of the
papers lay open on the porch floor
to the editorial page.
"There Is
much misinformation abroad. This)
Is of no Importance, however."
The Judge has been deluged with
papers, letters and telegrams since
his decision. Most of them are congratulatory.
One received recently
read:
Congratulated.
"In expressing to you the great
satisfaction
that your masterful
opinion In the Standard Oil case has
given all Americans, we hope you
will
see no impropriety. Legislators may fail and executives waver, but the hope of the country is
ever In Its great Jurists. You have
the personal satisfaction of knowing that you are right. The country has the satisfaction of knowing
that in the right time unit the right
place and for a Just purpose there
.
was a right man.
"PAIIK REPUBLICAN CLUB,
New York City."
This telegram eeemed to be gratifying to the Judge.
Judge Land Is is undoubtedly the
hero of Logansport this summer.
Friends stop him on the streets to

tod on

a veranda of his brother's

lf(giiiisMrt.
congratulate him. Hoys follow him
when he walks down to the spring
for h drink of sulphur water. Camera nend snap him. Lawyers from
Chicago. Indianapolis and more distant points nock to .his resting place
all dtiy for advice on local matters.
"This notoriety will soon cease,"
he uid.
"I have done nothing
more than any other Judge would
have done In the same case."
In the midst of conversation a
friend suddenly sprung upon the now
famous Jurist a question apropos of
the discussion that is abroad in the
land that he Is a real, simon pure
candidate for presidential honors.
Ills face assumed a look of mystery. Then he exclaimed: "Presidential candidate? Me?
And he would say no more.
."

Life Insurance.
cents you can now
Insure yourself and family against
any bad results from an attack of
colic or diarrhoea during the summer months. That is the price of a
bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, a medicine that has never been known to
fall. Buy It now, it may save life.
For sale by all druggists.

For

twenty-fiv- e

Subscribe for Tlie crtlxen and

the news.

ret
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Safety of the Checking Account

1

When you pay your bills by check, you tarry no money
on your person, it is net necessary. Your money is safe in
the J3ank.
V ou can write out a check for the amount you wish to
pay you check against your money in the Bank.
Your check book is of no value to anyone The checks
you issue are good only to the party to whom they are made.
We offer exceptional facilities for both large and small

accounts.
We solicit your account.

Conditions This Week Favor
Buyers Who Are Taking
Advantage.
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A snapshot of Jurtjre
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BELIEVES THAT STANDARD FINE WILL STAND

iiotran sport, Ind., August H. Aftr
a forenoon's visit with Judge Kene-baMountain Landls, the man who
dared to strike the deadliest blow
that' tins ever detonated against the
battlements ot Standard Oil, one Is
convinced that he not only firmly
believes now In the complete Justice of his act, but that his $29,240.-00- 0
fine will be sustained when the
matter Is carried to the highest
court s.
Judge La ml Is is losing no sleep
over the appeal. He practically
ays In so many words that there
will be ni reversal.
Judpe Ijnndln was nt case In a
comfortable
willow chair
on the
broad veranda of the home of Fred
Lflndls, his brolher, when a correspondent called to see him.
"I am glad to see you," he said.
'bul before we proceed further I
wsnt t say that I can conceive of
do more Imprudent thing than for
me to discuss the Standard oil case.

Still-

EVEim?0

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

Kansas City Stock Yards, AugJ't
14.
Cattle receipts were small last
week, ,vnd the general market advanced 15 to 25 cents. One shipment
of Colorado horned steers sold to killers first of the week, U3j pounds, at
$4.55. The run today Is heavier than
It his been any day previously this
season, at 22,000 head, market 5 to
15 cents lower.
Stockers and feeders are in strong demand, but today's
receipts contain an extra large share
of that class, and prices are lower,
stockers selling at $3.25 to $4.75,
feeders $4.25 to $5.25, veal calves advanced 50 cents last week, but are
lower today, good panhandles selling
at $5.75 to $6.75, heavy calves $4 and
upwards. Orass cows range from
2.65 to $4.25, bulls $2.40 to $3.60.
The situation todav Is the first that
nas ravorei ouyers for two weeks and
they are making the most of It. The
strike of the telegraphers all over
the country has curtailed market In
formation and put a streak of timid
ity into the operations of today, but
more firmness will be evident later
In the week. The cattle are coming
Deiter tnis year than usual, killing
out with better results, and as the
outlet is practically unlimited, satisfactory markets are predicted for all
rail.
shipments
Small
eastern
from
Colorado made up the supply of
range sheep and lambs received last
week, and as the supply of natlvjs
was moderate, the market was Independent of outside conditions, and
ruled stronger each day. Supply to
day Is 4,500 head, Including four cars
of Ltah wethers, 106 pounds, at $5
"0, 96 pound yearlings at $6.05, and
102 pound Arizona wethers at $5.50.
Demand from killers is keen, and
more inquiries have been received
from the country relative to prospects
ror securing stock and breeding stuff
than ever before, although the supply of this class has been below requirements for many years at this
marKet.
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
ALBUQUCRQUK

NSW MEXICO

Capful and surplus. $100,000

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO
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JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK IfcKKJt
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDI

u.

Gt a free sample ot Dr.
"Health Coffee" at our store.

Shoop's
If real
coffee disturbs your Stomach, your
Heart or Kidneys, then try this clever
Coffee imitation.
Dr. Snoop has
closely matched Old Java and Mocha
Coffee in flavor and taste, yet it has
not a single grain of real Coffee In It.
Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee Imitation
Is made from pure toasted grains or
cereals, with Malt, Nuts, etc.
Made
In a minute.
No tedious wait
You
will surely like It.
by C. U.
Brigham.
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PrMldait

Vlca

PrMldnt
Cmmhl.r

AMUUnt

CM

Dlretor

omromiTowrr

Autborlied Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplua and ProflU
Depository for Atchlwo. Topeka ft Santa F

500,eMM
S269.800.M
rtallway

Company

A BANK FOR
ALL THE PEOPLE

ALL THE TIME

r

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE
2nd and Cold

See Him Pull Leather!

Whoop-e-e-e-e- !

THE BIG FAIR
New Mexico's

2nd and Cold

!

Annual
Territorial Fair Association
Twenty-Sevent- h

Wholesale Grocers

7
to 12 IIVOLUSIVE
OCTOBER
ALBUQUERQUE.
MEXICO

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

Witd West In the Real West

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

NKVV

Broncho

Busting

I

Bucking Bulls

Best

riders in the territories,
among the cowmen, will attempt
to break a bunch of "outlaw'

Though plenty attempt it, not
one buster in a thousand can stay
on a real bucking bull

horses

Relay Racing

Native Sports

Exciting five-mil- e
contests by the
most nimble riders and mounts
in the southwest

"Gallo" racing, "Palitto" or native
"shinny", pony and burro races,
etc., etc

A

Continuous

Carnival

ll
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Dangerous

Deeds

and

FoDl-Harr-
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JAY A. HUBBS
Manager
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THE WHOLESALE CROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

II

Cam., th. larmt and
1

Fun

Moat Exclusive Stock of Staple OrocortM
In th Southwest

s

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
1)51

U

ROY A. STAMM

Secretary

--

II

RAILWAY RATES. HALF FARE OR BETTER

J. A. WEINMAN
President

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

I
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ALBUQUERQUE. N. U
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Convenience - Comfort - Security
The telephone ma kef the
dntlee lighter, the cares lea
and the worries fewer.

The
telephone
preserves
your health, prolongs year HI.
and protects your home.
.

TOD NE1

A TEUEPHONE

IX

yorit

THE COLORADO TELERHONH CO.
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RAINS
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Weather
Prevails Number of Different Positions
to be Filled by GovThroughout New Mexico
ernment.
and Vicinity.

4

i;

There will soon be tnld In vari
ous parts of the Willed States a
series of civil service examinations
for a long list of different governThese examinament position.
tions fire competitive and conducted
under The rules of the United State
Ctvil Service Commission,
If you desire to apply for njiy of
the positions named below the proper blanks will be sent npon receipt
of your request stating the name of
the examination desired. Vse postal
CHTd in mak.ng request; addressed to
'V. fr. Civil
Service Commission,
Wosli in gt on, D. C.:"
Acting nsNistnnt surgeon, nll,
and geodetic survey, assistant Phil
ippine service, assistant inspector of
boilers, assistant Inspector of hulls,
patent
examiner,
office,
assistant
bookkeeper (men only), Philippine
(men only),
service, bookkeeper,
Isthmian canal service, clerk, de
partmental
service, civil engineer
and superintendent of construction,
clerk, (men only). Isthmian canal
service, computor, nautical almanac
office, computor, naval observatory.
computor, coast and geodetic survey,
computor. supervising architect's of
fice,
engineer,
civil
departmental
service, civil engineer, Philippine
service, civil engineer
and draftsman, draftsman, architectural, sup
ervising architects office, copyist
topographic,
engineer,
supervising
architect's office, heating and ventilating, junior architectural supervis
ornee, topographic,
ing architects
government
electrotype
finisher.
printing office, electrotype moulder,
government printing office, engineer,
Indian service, farmer, Indian service, farmer with knowledge of Irrigation Indian service, fish cultur-is- t.
guard, U. S. penitentiary service,
irrigation
engineer,
kindergarten
teacher, Indian service, local inspector of boilers, local inspector of hulls,
law cleTk, matron.
Indlun service,
observer,
weather bureau, presa
feeder, government printing office,
physicinn. Indian service, pharmac
ist, public health and marine-hes-plt- al
service, stenographer, detri
mental service, stenographer
and
typewriter,
all services. surveyor,
Philippine
service, scientific assistant, department of agriculture, superintendent of construction, teacher. Indian service,
teacher, Philippine service, topographic aid. trained
nurse. Indian nervice. trained nurse-service,
Isthmian
canal
trained
nurse, Philippine service, typewriter,
departmental
service, veterinarian,
InPhilippine service, veterinary.
spector, department of agriculture,
wlreman.

cot

.

100; lowest,

64.
Roclada. San Miguel

Co.

John

..

Rudulph The weather was exceedThe
ingly warm during the week.
visible snow in the mountains Is all
melted but streams are running full
The
from local mountain showers.
highest temperature was 82; lowest,
45; rainfall, 0.89 Inch.
Rosedale. Socorro Co. W. II. Martin There have been dally showrs
during the week, that of Wednesday
7th) amounting to nearly half in
inch. The highest temperature u;t
84: lowest. 55: rainfall. 0 79 Inch.
Santa Fe. Sania Fe Co. 1. S
ha
Weather Bureau The weather
been pleasalnt. with almost daily
within view but the
thundershower
rainfall at the station was very light.
The highest temperature was 86 on
the 8th; lowest, 55 on the 11th; rainfall. 0.03 Inch,

Ire Act

Butter Did Rap.
With ut)- KImnkIcs
-

"Everybody Should Know."
says O. G. Hays, a prominent business man of Bluff, Mo., that Buck-ion- 's
Arnica Salve Is the quickest
and surest healing salve ever applied
to a sore, burn or wound, or to a
case of piles. I've used It and know
what I'm talking about." Guaranteed
by all druggists. 25c.

XARA VISA CAPITALISTS

TO ltl'ILI ICE PLANT.
Xara Visa, N. M., August 14.
There has been an ice famine In Kara

There has een an ice famine in Nara
Visa all summer and this has caused
local capitalists to act. It Is proposed
to put in a power plant in connection
which would supply all local business
houses and residences with electric
lights cheaper than they are now
Doan's Regulets cure constipation, lighted with the patent gasoline
tone the stomach, stimulate the liver, lamps and coal oil. The ice plants
promote digestion and appetite and at Tueumcarl and Dalhart, It is said,
easy passages of the bowels. Ask your have been aible to supply local needs,
druggist for them. 25c a box.
beside shipping Ice to adjacent points.

ONE

FARE-ROUN-

TRIP

D

ST.

LOUIS

Take
'BIG FOUR ROUTE'

SHORE"

Practical
Temperance
Pabst Blue Ribbon
Beer is brewed as a
temperance beverage
not as a stimulant.
the consumption of
beer increases, the sale
A3

t

of strong drink decreases.
Beer is primarily a food,
and its regular use satisfies the natural craving
for a mild stimulant and
prevents the desire for
intoxicating liquors.

Pabst

DlueRibbon
He Beer of Quality

is richer in food values
and lower in the percentage of alcohol than any
other beer. The Pabst
Eight-Da- y
Malting Process retains all of the food
values of the barley, while

the Pabst Perfect Brewing Process transmits
them to the beer in their
most wholesome and
gestible form.

From PEORIA. Take

116

Lake Erie & Western
CENTRAL

MICHIGAN

Th, Xiaeara fail, Koxtt '

Grand Army

thfe

SO.
Al- -

iMiny

00

$5.00

at ltaltle Creek, Detroit, Sandusky, Wenlftcld, and
gara l ulls. On Going Journey Pessenger to leave last
3 stopover point not later than Sept. 9th.. On
Jouney 10 days within transit limit.
NUi-Cfnr-

lU-tur- n

CHATAQUA and RETURN IS&f&L&ftf.

r5o

$17.50;

CHICAGO,

1 WJ.N

and jajj.

l ure from ClIlCAt.O,

1

PEORIA. $22.30;

8T.

LOUIS, $27.80.

spi.
unnFare fromFre'0,20,24;
st.
louis
IX)l

o, 14, 24,
$27.00

Au--

28

$21.

from
ST.

IS, $27.

New England Resorts
From CHICAGO
,

Aug. e, jo, 20, 24; Sept. 10, u, 24, 28
or ST. IOl IS. One l ure Plus $2.00 for
tlio I ton iid Trip.

CANADIAN RESORTS daily until sept.

30,

w

From ClUCAt.O or ST. I,Ol IS, One I'are Plu $2.00 for
the 1 ton ml Trip.
Any I Lull rood Ticket Airent Mill lie glivl to give you full
Lu
In format ion uiul tic ket you

NEW YORK CENTRAL
VWU:N J. LYNCH.

1'u.sM-iujv- r

Ira flic Mumper,

LINES

CHICAGO.

breaking in
needed

Classified Advertissmentsi
FOCNn.
HELP WANTED,
HELP WANTED If that Is your FOUND Through tne want column
of The Evening Citizen.. Just what
cryinn nepd, a want ad in The
you have been looking for.
Evening Citizen' want column will
An
advertising source sure to bring reiMurt you of plenty of employe.
expenditure.
turns
for
Try
small
a
VtAMluO.
wsnt ad and be convlnceu.
WANTED Good carpenters, walter
PKIlONAL FKOPKHTX LOAN a.
nnd waitresses; also cook. Can
furnish good baker.
Colburn'
Employment Aaenry
109 Wcxt silver Ave.
l'liotic 4H0
Furniture,
Planoa, Organs
WANTED Oood carpenters, waiters On
and waitresses; also good cooks, Horses, Wagon and other Chattel
'e
wages.
for small crews, good
also on
AND WARS
Employment Agency, 109 HOUSE SALARIES
RECEIPTS, a low aa tit
West Sliver avenue. Phone 480.
a high as 1100. Loan art
speaking and
Spanish
WANTED Two
quickly made and atrlctly privet
agents.
Apply 218 H South Sec-- 1 Time:
One month to one
glTeo
end street.
Good
remain In your
powion
WANTED A good boy, 16 to 25! Our
rate are reasonable. Call an
yearn old, for work in store. D. 11.
see us before borrowing'.
Ikmtrlght
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
WANTBD Places in this city to
am board end room by girls and Steamship ticket to and from
boy who desire to attend the Unipart of th world.
versity. Address R. S. Asplund. 410
Room t and 4, Orant Blag
South Seventh street.
JOSH West Railroad Are.
WANTED Position as cierk or of
PRIVATE) OFFICSa.
experlenca
had
fice man.
Have
Open Evening.
and can give good references. Ad
1201 Eas.'
dress, J. W. Harvey.
SALESMEN WANTED.
Railroad avenue, city.
WANTED A competent bookkeep
er, capable of handling books or PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
a wholesale and
retail business.
References required. Address Q,
cure Citizen.
LAWYERS.
WANTED Ladies desiring Willinciy
M. Bond.
MIjj
Ira
on
cost
to call
at less than
ATTORNEY AT LAW, II F.Bt
Second street.
Crane, 612 North
Millinery and dressmaking parlors; N, W.. Washington. D. C.
Pensions
no apprentices wanted.
land patents,
copyright. caveat
WANTED To buy all kinds of - letter patents, trade marks, claim
haud furniture. Scheer & warlicK,
It. W. H. Rmn.
205 East Central avenue.
A'jTTORNE
WANTED A good delivery horse. que, N. M. r AT LAW, AlbuquerOffice,
Flrrt NaUona
& Warlick. The New Furniture Store, 208 East Central ave- Bank building.
nue.
. W. Dobenn.
WANTED People who want someATTORNEY
LAW.
Offlee
thing, to advertise In The Citizen's Cromwell block, AT
Albuquerque. N. II
want column. A few lines cost but
a few cents but bring returns an
DENTISTS.
hundred fold.
DR. J. K. KRAFT,
MEN WANTED.
every
Dental Surgeon.
MEN WANTED Somewhere
day. If you are looking for a job
Room 1 tnd 1. Rarnift hnlMI,..
put a want ad In The Evening Citi- over O'RIelly' drug
tore. Phone
zen's want column and I will do No. 744. Appointments made
by maw
the rest.
DIL C. A. ELLER,
KENT.
llnntlB,
lull
3 N. T. Armljo Building.
Phone 89
Fult RENT To healthy people,
or
modern house, furnishEdmund J. Almr. r T a
13 West Silver aveed. Inquire
No. 108 Pall road innm
nue.
hour, 9 a. m., to 11:80 p. m.; l:l
p. m. to I p. m. Both phone. Ap
FOR RENT Light, airy
rooms for rooming or light polntment made by mail.
housekeeping.
All rooms opening
kHERIIAjrMri
on the outside. Price, SI per week
V.
and up. MlnnnpU Hjihj, 524 Ilomeopathlo Physician and fiurgeoa
South Second. A. T. Dsvjve, ProOccidental Life Building. Tel
prietor.
phone 886. Albuquerque, N. M.
FOn RENT Any number of rooms
Dlt. it.
lit s r
furnished to suit tenant. Also five
PflVMlflnn Hill filt pvann
room cottage nicely furnished, with
8,
Rooms
&
N. T. Armljo Building.
piano. Apply 110 East Coal avenue.
n , ,wand ,
Homeopathic
Physicians
FOR RENT Pleasant, well furnishStir
goons.
Over
Drug Store
Vann's
cenrooms,
near business
ed front
Phono, Office and Residency. flJH
ter;
Corner
rates reasonable.
DR. C. A. FRANK.
Sixth and Railroad. Apply at rear.
PhrHinlnn nml Knrowtn
FOR RENT A few nicely furnished
Rooms
4 and 6. Harnett bldg. Ofrooms, with use of bath, very rea- fice
hour 8 to 12 and 2 to 6, 7 to 8
sonable; no invalids. Hotel Cralgr,
III
Silver avenue, between First and
W. El OENE PROVINES, M. D.
Second streets.
Specialist:
Ear and Throat
FOR RENT Several small cottages, Lata Aftfristflnt Eye,
to nVinle ft rflM..., n,
all nicely furnished for housekeepeye,
ear
and
in Hospital Col- throat
ing.
Hot
J. B. Block, Jemes
ui
medicine, xouisviile, Ky.
ire
Springs, N. M.
Eyes properly tested for glasses.
Rooms 6 and 8, N. T. Armljo buildEMPIOYMENT.
KMPLOYMENT If you need work ing.
The Citizen's want column will fur
nish you a quick and ready means
or securing it at a minimum exUNDERTAKER
penditure. Put a want ad In The
BORDERS
Citizen today and be at work tomorrow.
FOlt SALE.
ARCHITECTS
FOR SALE Special low rates. To
Chicago. St. Louis
Kansas
and
F. W. Spencer. Room
7
Bar
City.
One way or round trip tic- nett building, Albuquerque, N.
II
any
part
In
of
the
kets furnished
phones.
Both
United States. Low rates to Call
fornla. See us B 4 V buy. Moore'i
NOTARY PUBLIC
Ticket Office, US Central avenue.
Member American Ticket Brokers'
Thos. K. D. Maddison.
Association.
Office with W. B. Child art. 111
FOR SALE On easy payments, a few West Gold
avenue.
slightly scratched machines, bin
ger Sewing Machine Co
Eczema.
FOR SA.LE At a bargain, furniture
rooming house. Must
For the good of those suffering
of a
Apply 217 V4 South with eczema or other such trouble, I
sell at once.
wish to say, my wife had something
Second street.
of that kind and after using the doc
good
Foil SALE Typewriter,
it
tors remedies for some time con
new at a secrlfice. Address, "Type eluded
to try Chamberlain's Salve and
writer," care of Citizen omce.
proved to be better than anything
modern It
Full SALE Five-roohouse, most fashionable district In she had tried. For sale by all drugcity. Cheap if sold at once. B. N. gists.

MONEY to LOAN

Col-burn-

yx

I

thtfoct'

The flexible sole Red Crosj

fort a ble from

Shoe is com
he start.

The burning and

aching

:aused by stiff soles And the

of thin soles aie ore- rented bv the Red Crt ss. It
nables a woman to be on her
feet for hours at a time with
omfort.
A stylish
ivils

thafs

ihoe

absolutely
romfortcble

M. Sr. RtJ

Paul

Cnm

Call Blmktrt

$40O

)xfords,

Hp

ligh Shoes,
$4.00

Let us fit you.

WM. CHAPLIN
HI Railroad Aranua

EXCURSION
--T- O-

Colorado
And Principal Eastern Points
On Sale Dally
June Is) !o Sept. 30td

via

Ir1

48-4-

Low rates, long limit, tickets accepted on Limited and all other
trains. Call at ticket office and we
will plan your trip back east, ytm
ar all going. .Whir not your

T.

E. PURDY, Agent
A. T. & S. F. RY.

D. A, SLEYSTER

six-roo- m

m

INSURANCE, REAL E3TATB
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Room IS and
Albuquerque.

Cromwell Blueh,
Telephone Ne. He.

14

Citizen.

house,
FOR SALE One
furnished. Apply at Mann Sad
street.
dlery Co. 114 North Second
FOR SALE Half Interest In estab
Bred-to- llshed poultry business.
Lay Poultry Yards. J. T. Harger,
prop., 12th street and Mountain
road.
six-roo-

REAL

Republic

Tickets on sale Sept.
Good to Return to Sept. 17
Extension to Oct. th secured by deposit and fee of 1 1
Tickets Routed via Our Linen will be accepted at your
pleasure by the Boat Lines in either Direction, between
Jlelrolt, Toledo, Cleveland, and lluffulo. Also between
Albany and New York.
Saratoga to Now York or Boston and Rilurn
TriDS Saratoga to New York or Ronton and return to

Fare from

IIS West Sliver Ave,,
Albucjuerquu.
r'iiuue l.J.

BIG FOUR ROUTE'

ACCOUNT OF MEETING

UfJUVtti

And Bottled only
at the Brewery.
Ernest Meyers & Co..

Or
"AMERICA'8 GREATEST
RAILWAY SYSTEM"

SARATOGA, N. Y., and Return

Sltid

di-

Pabst at Milwaukee
-

Of

PAGE SEVKJC.

2-

Made by
From

CHICAGO

Take

'LAKE

Crmm-berlaln-

When ordering beer, ask
for Pabst Blue Ribbon.

VIA
from

tx-pre-

alle;fj cits
house
waythief
out of jail.

Clayton, X, M. August 14. While
Sheriff Gallegos and family were attending church, Rafael Romero, held
In the county Jail on a charge of
horse stealing, cut a hole through the
ceiling and roof of the Jail and escaped. No trace has been found if
the fugitive.
"Regular an the Sun."
Is an expression as old as the race.
No doubt the rising and setting of
the sun is the most regular performance in the universe, unless it is
the action of the liver and bowels
when regulated with Dr. King's New
Life Pills. Guaranteed by all druggists. 25c.

CITIZEN.

TKLlXiRAPH M AX ACER'S
ASSAILANT KXtfflX.
Topekn. Kan., August 14. A state
warrant will be sworn out tomorrow
morning for the man who attacked
W. C. Carswell, manager
for the
Western Union Telegraph company,
In his oltl"e here Sunday night. The
Identity of the assailant was estuo-lishe- d
"today, but the authorities refuse to give out his name. The man
who struck Carswell and also the
man who accompanied hlni. and w h )
offered the message for transm's.i in.
were In the oiti?e several t'mes In
the afternoon.
Rosington & Smith, attorneys fjv
the Western U'n'on, were notified today by the district superintendent In
Omaha, to span no expense In prosof Cars veil.
ecuting the assailants
The suspects 1 men were formerly
employed as linemen by the Bell
Telephone company. They went o:i
a strike some time ago and were
locked out by the company. The
telegraph operators had nothing lo
do with the assault and none knew
of it until after It was over.
The
operators disavowed the act and .
friendship for Carswell. T:-Western I'nlon brought an operslo:
from St. Joseph today. He Is not a
member of the telegraphers' union,
Topeka and
but when he reached
found there was a strike he refused
go
to
to work.
CoHo, Cholera and
Cltaniberlaln's
lHnrrhocn Remedy, Better
Than Three lootors.
"Three years ago we had three
doctors with our little boy and everything that they could do seemed in
vain. At last when all hope seemed
's
to be gone we began using
Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy and in n few hours he
begun to Improve. Today he is as
healthy a child as parents wish for."
Mrs. B. J. Johnston. Linton, Miss.
For sale by all druggists.
At this season we should eat spar
we should also
ing and properly,
help the stomach as much as possible by the use of a little Kodol occasionally. Kodol for Indigestion and
Dyspepsia will rest the stomach by
actually digestion of the food Itself.
Sold by J. H. O'RIelly A Co.

1'Ol'K KNTAXI.KI IN
KI01N AUK DHOWNKI)
Pond Creek, Okla., August 14.
11.
W.
Potter, bis daughter,
Eliza
Potter. Wilber Piatt, Ills son and
Harris Potter, his nephew, whoso
home was In Savannah, Mo., were
last
drowned in Salt Fork river
night. They were seining and reached a deep place In the river unexpectedly. Mr. Potter swam ashore
with 'two of his daughters and went
back to save others In the party, who
were entangled in the seine.
When Mr. Potter reached the
struggling children his feet also
were caught In the meshes of the
seine and all were swept under by
the swift current.
Piles get qulcK and certain relief
from Dr. Shoop's Magic Ointment.
Please note it is made alone for
Piles, and its action is positive and
certain. Itching, painful, protruding
or blind piles disappear like magic by
glass
Large nickel-cappe- d
Its use.
Jars 60 cents. Sold by al' dealers.

e,

100; lowest, 66.
Xara Visa,

.

rd

on Central Avenue.
Prompted by a fiendish desire to
dine on a tin can. a large, speckled
billy goat yesterday nfteroon Incurred the Internal enmity of the
of hoboes by bringing one
of its bewhlskered members to bay
in a maple tree on Central avenue,
after a chase of nearly two blocks.
It may not be commendable to describe the incident In detail, but !n
Justice to the goat, and at the same
time give the hobo due credit, it
must be done.
with the tinware-eatin- g
The bea-t- ,
habit, and whose under Jaw was
adorned with a patch of spaghetti,
such as young doctors and Russian
generals rave over, was browsing on
Central avenue. The tramp, with his
characteristic tin can, came sauntering by, determined not to disturb
the peace and quietude of "Billy."
happened.
The
The unexpected
goat saw the tin can, and, hankering for a mess, showed signs of affection for the weary one. The next
moment Mr. Hobo was headed toward Kansas City at a rate which
necessitated his going sideways to
keep from flying, and Billy was hot
in pursuit.
When it looked s if there would
collision, the hobo's
be a rear-en- d
feet went skyward and before the
goat had time to think his quarry
lapped his lower extremetles about
the branches of a tree out of his pursuer's reach. But In doing so he
dropped the can. The goat picked
it up, elevated his tall In a contemptuous manner and started on his
way. After a breathing spell the hobo climbed down from his perch.

I will mall you rrew. t.i prove merit,
samples of my Dr. Shoop's Restora-Mvand my Book on either Dyspepsia, The Heart or The Kidneys.
Troubles of the Stomach, Heart or
Kidneys are merely symptoms of a
deeper ailment.
Don't make the
common error of treating symptoms
nly. Symptom treatment is treating
he result of your ailment, and not
Ihe cause. Weak Stomach nerves
Stomach
the inside nerves mean
weakness, always.
And the Heart,
and Kidneys as well, have their controlling or inside nerves.
Weaken
these nerves, and you Inevitably have
organs.
is
where
Here
weak vital
Dr. Shoop's Restorative has made Us
fame. No other remedy even claims
to treat the "Inside nerves."
Also
for bloating, biliousness, bad breath
or complexion, use Dr. Shoop's Restorative.
Write me today for sample and free Book. Dr. Shoop, Racine. Wis. The Restorative is sold by
all dealer

'

Quay Co. Willard
Belknap The weather
has been
generally
clear but with a
warm and
heavy rain on Sunday (4th). and a
light shower on Wednesday; total.
1.78 inches. The highest temperature
was 9H; lowest, 60.
Rlnmn. Pona Ana Co. W.
Foote The weather has been partly
cloudy with several traces of precipitation The highest temperature wis

I

Wlil-kcr-

TREE

fri-terni- ty

Good

Santa Fe, N. M., August 14. The
weekly weather
bulletin. Issued by
14. M. Hardlnge, section director, is
as follows:
Pleasant weather prevailed during
the past week, with almost dally
showers except tn the extreme south
west and southeast. The rainfall was
very liRht, however, and was badly
distributed and Insufficient. The temperature averaged slixhtly above the
normal for the week, being slightly
cooler In the west and northwest, but
considerably above the normal in the
extreme eastern and southern counties and particularly toward the close
of the week. Kivers and streams are
carrying somewhat more than their
normal flow owing to the daily rains
in the mountains.
The following notes selected from
the reports received this week will
give the conditions more in detail:
Albert, Union Oo. H. M. Hanson
The weather has 'been, oppressively
warm during the past week, with
clouds and thunder and lightning
every afternoon
or evening, that
merely ended In light sprinkles. More
rain is badly needed. The highest
temperature was 102; lowest, 60;
rainfall, 0.37 Inch.
Bloomfield. San Juan Co. Fred
LeC'lerc
continues
The weather
showery but not enough rain falls to
do any good.
The highest temperature was 98; lowest, 61; rainfall, 0.22
inch.
Cambray, Luna Co. JT. S. Chase
The weather has been dry and warm
during the week. The highest temperature was 104; lowest, 66.
Carlsbad, Eddy Co. Raymond D?-Pwas unusually
The weather
warm during the week, with threat
ening clouds every evening but no
rain. The highest temperature as
103 on the nth; lowest, 68.
Co. Isl- Casn Salaznr, .Sandoval
doro Morn The weather has been
warm and showery; totai rainfall,
0.60 Inch.
Chamn, Rio Arriba Co. George
lluth The light shower of the 6th
was all the rain we had during the
week. The highest temperature was
83: lowest, 42; rainfall, 0.15 inch.
Cloudcroft, Otero Co. John HefkT
We have had almost dally showers
but they were very light. The high
est temperature was
lowest, 4i;
rainfall, 0.04 Inch.
Dulce, Rio Arriba Co. F. K. Jamvjs
There were light showers early in
the week but the latter part was dry
and warm. The highest temperature
was 91; lowest. 42: rainfall, 0.39 inch.
Kl Paso, Texas U. S. Weather
Bureau There has been only a trace
of rain during the week, and the
temperature wae warm and. even.
The highest temperature was 99
lowest, 71.
Elizaibethtown, Colfax Co. J. F.
Carrington The days have been very
pleasant and the nights cool. The
highest temperature was 79; lowest
39; rainfall. 0.95 Inch.
Ewmmola, Rio Arriba Co. Frank
D. MeBride The weather was warm
and cloudy, with frequent showers in
the vicinity. The highest tempera
ture was 91; lowest, 51; rainfall, 1.70
inches.
Fort Bayard, Orant Co. Surgeon
been
In Charge The weather has
warm toward the close of the week
There have been several light shosv-er- s.
The highest temperature was
94; lowest, 57; rainfall. 0.17 inch.
Fort Stanton, Lincoln Co. J. K
Bergman The temperature has been
ejua;ble, with partly cloudy days and
frequent light showers. The highest
temperature was 89; lowest, 5o; rain
fall. 0.27 inch.
Fort Wingate, McKlnley Co. Post
Surgeon There have been frequent
light showers, with a good rain on
the 10th. The highest temperature
was 87; lowest, 53; rainfall, 0.59
Inch.
Oage, Luna Co. E. J. Tilley The
weather has been partly cloudy, with
severe thunder and lightning on the
8th and 9th. but no rain. The high
est temperature was ti; lowest, 63.
Lake Valley. Sierra Co. Wm.
Keil Cloudy weather has .been the
rule. Thursday (10th) was the hot
test day or the season, but tempered
by a Might shower. There has been
lightning every evening. Total ral:i
fall. 0.10 Inch.
Las Vegas. San Miguel Co. Dr,
William Curtlss Bailey The weather
has been clear and warm, wltn only
one light shower during the week
amounting to 0.01 inch. The highest
temperature was 91; lowest, 48.
Logan, Quay Co. W. W. Moore
The weather has been hot with local
showers and very light winds. The
highest temperature was 101; lowest.
61: rainfall. 0.37 inch.
Mountalnalr. Torrance Co. .Mrs. J
W. Corbett There were good show
ers in this vicinity but they were
scattered; a good, general rain Is
badly needed- - There was a sprinkle
every day at the station. The high
est temperature was 94; lowest, 51
rainfall. 0.06 inch.
Monument. Eddy Co. J. M. Coik
The weather has been warm and
dry; partly cloudy during the tlrst if
the week but clear during the lattf-part. The highest temperature was

CHASES
UP BIG

SERVICE

CROPS

GOAT

BILLY

EVEXINQ

ESTATE

BARGAINS

FOR SALE.
Four room adobe house
and about an acre of
line ffarden land, W.
$ 800
Central avenue
Three room house, four
low. North
Fourth
1,000
street
Tliree room house and
an acre of land, three
mile north of town..
400
Three room house,
complete, two
good horsen, hjirini;
Matron and one acre
500
of land
Kit room houc, Weet
New York avenue... 2,500
Six room house. West
Marquette avenuo . . , 1,800
IX) It KENT.
Six
room brick house,
bath.
ivllnr,
Fourth
WHrtl
$20.00
Apiirtments In IIoe llatx,
to xix room, modem eoiiveiiieiicert, $10 lo 20.00
(our room brick Ikiuha,
Imth. cellar, I'ourth ward 23.00
Seven room brick hoatte,
niiHlerii, furnished or unfurnished, close In.
Three rooms for
15.00
kcciii!r. close in
live room liouc, South
Second street
15.00
I'ivo room f runic, First
witrd
20.00

Every Woman
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De Witt's Little EartJ' Risers don't
sicken or gripe. Small pills, easy to
take. Sold by J. H. O Rlelly & Co.

KILLthc COUCH I

fur-niHh-

io

mm

If be c&mii pui'i-iM a II V 1! Li

Small chestnut color mare;
white hind feet. Reward for return to 211 South High street.

LOST

1

it.

Rheumatism
I hav tormd a triad end teited cure for Rheu.
Not a rnmedr that will straighten the
diuorted limbs of chronic cripples, nor turn bony
bac to flash airaln. That lmpowible.
fro Wlin
lint I can now surely kill lb pauis and vuuft of
deplorable
dlatiate.
till
with a Cbetnlit In ths City of
In Herman
found
I
ths last ingredient wltb
rarml'll
mad
Which lit. Shoop's Khouinatlo Remedy w
Without
k perfected, dependable prescription.
inrrediwit, I successfully treated manr,
that
tiiany oatea o( bheumntiim ; but Dow, at latt, it uniformly cure al) curable cases of Uil heretofore
much dreaded disease. Those
tranulai
ntn. fuund in khoumatlc blood seem todliaolve
and puie away under the action of this remedy as
freely as dons sugar when added to pure water.
And then, when diMOlved, these polaonout wantee
freely pau from the it item, and the cause of
kheuiiiallun U (one forever. There is now no
real need no actual rxruie to sutler longer without belp- - V s tell, and Ui oouAduioe rxaiiiinwiM'.
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Rheumatic Remedy
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OLDS

Trial Bottle Free
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

GUARANTEED BATISPAC'XOUk
Oa MONEY QVUNDJ.

i,a.P M.ia

MEN AND WOMEN.
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Our Summer Clearance Sale

dispose of every pair before the opening of the Fall season and hae reduced the price accordingly.
Every pair Included In this sale Is
from our regular stock and guarai- teed to give satisfaction.
We will cheerfully exchange any
pair brought during this sale or refund the money In case you are not
gatIrfW with your purchase.

Men's Oxford
Oxford
Men's Oxfords
Women's Oxfords
Women's Oxford
Women's Oxford
Women's Oxfords

!

i

JI.00 rnliutNl
:.5l dnIiiuM
rtxlucrd
raliiccri
reduced
reduced
reduced

Mvn'a

TIIK CITI.ION?
OwIikt to the fart thnt even
the best carrier boys The CHI- ten Is able to secure will now
and then fll to deliver your pa- per nnil also owing to the fact
that your neighbor may now
and then unthinkingly approp- rlate The Citizen left at your
door and forget to return It,
this paper has arranged
with
the Postal Telegraph company
to deliver you an extra copy In
the event that yours falls to
reach you. There Is no addition- al expense to you. If your pa- per does not reach you by reg- tilar carrier call up the Postal
company
Telecraph
PHONE
NL'MUElt 3 and tell them. A
messenger boy will supply you
with a copy of The Citizen. In
this manner, we can also keep
track of the "misses" of our
own carriers and you can get
your paiier rain or shine.
KKMKM11KK THE NUMBER
PHOXK 3.

$3.00
$3.50
$:i.00
$2.50
$1.85

JAFFA

CEEDS

SUC-

$2.0.1

to $2.25
to $2.H5
to $2.35
to S I.B.I
to $1.45

;

Call on

g

I

i

Reliance Electric Co.
Cor. 5th St and Central Ave.

J. UNOLDS

Opens up on the 10th, and
we wish to announce to the
Students who are about to

(Continued From Page One.)

enter that Institution that
we have just received a

(t

shipment of

YOUNG MEN'S CLOTHING

.

We are
tremely
and

wear at

THE WAGNER HARDWARE

1
p

GO.

Tinners

Plumbers

Alaska Refrigerators
Our

'

Savin
Ice Pads

Line of

White

Refrig-

erators

Ice

Cream
Freezers

is the
most

complete
in the city

of good quality and make.
We also have a
stock of
the new Fall Suits ready
inspection. Our
of Hats,
Shoes and Furnishings are
also complete

.

SIMON STERN

t

Water
Filters

Coolers

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE
rirtt

t

t

COAL

ALL

one-thir-

d,

I

WO O D

I

v

W. H. HAHN & GO.

ai i?ir
ri J

oj

Water

some
light
things
Suits,
adapted for school

REMARKABLY LOW PRICES

ed

ii

-

We Have the Largest Stock ot
Fixtures Ever Seen in the City

iot.

THE UNIVERSITY

ut

If in Need of Fixtures

14.

Are
quoted
the
mainder of our summer stock

to M.t
)

-

NATHAN

Prof. J. A. Miller, who Is conducting nn Institute for the teachers of
Sandoval county at Bernalillo, pent
last night In the city nnd
to
Hernnllllo this afternoon on train No.
10.
The Sandoval county Institute
wilt close tomorrow evening
when
Prof. Miller will go to S.mta Fe and
from there proceed to Taos, N. M..
where he will conduct fl two weeks'
Institute for the teachers of Taos
county.
Harry B. Weiller, of H. B. Weil!?r
& Co.. one of the boys that own a
store In every business block In the
city of Albuquerque, returned nn the
California limited yesterday from a
Chicago'
month's
St. Louis.
visit
, to m.
.
.
X'
r
mm.1 .t-Mr. iwemcr was in
iotk.
St. Louis a few days ago and saw
the thermometer register 9S In the
shade, which, according to Mr. Weil- ler. Is equal In effect on humanity
to about 110 in New Mexico If such
a temperature was ever attained
here.

U KT

tri:iyyrPAT.- Avaxmr

the first stores .In the now prosperous
city of Roswell.
Nathan Jaffa Is one of the pioneers
big
of the Pecos valley. A few ranchers
A
Inhabited he fertile valley when he
went there; now It is one of the fore4
most farming sections in the south4
west, tilled with
people and busy
bu'tllng towns.
4
4
Through
Mr.
its advancement,
4'
4
Jaffa was always in the fore, doing
all he could to eld In Its development.
He wms united In marriage with
4
Miss Essie Strauss of this city In
exIK
showiDg
mi. mid established
his home In
4
Roswell.
4
in
nice
The family now consists of two
4
daughters nnd a son, the eldest being
4
medium weierht
years old.
14
4
4
ability
Mr.
The
business
of
BLAZE
SECOND
BIG
especially
Jaffa
t
has brought. the. little atore of early
4
days to one of the largest establish4
In the Pecos valley.
ments
4
I
THREATENS
BOULDER
In addition, a few years ago Mr.
Jaffa, with other business men,
the Citizens' National bank
11 I
t) i M I111
Roswell, and he Is now Its cashier.
C'luirgo
Cau-Incendiarism
City of Among
the many friends of the
H. .f. Hawley, of Denver, Is transCouncil to Offer Howard of $1..
new secretary over the entire terriacting business in the city today.
- I IivIhik Wlitf
tory,
500
tinwill be more pleased to
none
For
Ceorge P.rett. of Flloru Vista. N.
beiDg
reon
hear of the honor that has come to
Is Causing la nircr.
M., is a visitor In the city today.
him than those In this city.
D. V. Portetfleld, of hls city, was
Is
more
an
all the
honor since
Boulder, Colo. Angt 14. For th-- It It
in La. Vegas yesterday on business.
came to him absolutely unsolicited
$7.50 to $10.00 Per Suit
M. C. Ortiz. Jr., who lins been 411 second time In four days Boulder was and the Citizen understands Mr. J ail a
In accepting the place, did so at a
with pneumonia, la now rapidly Im- this morning threatened with destrucAll
tion by a fire which completely ruinproving.
personal and financial sacrifice In orContractor (I. J. Mace
returned ed the old Kllton works, or BoydV.'sl-n-re- der to do his duty towards the terbig
duction plant, at Fourth and
ritory which duty Nathan Jaffa has
last night from a business trip to
streets.
had been more re- never shirked.
for
It
occupied by the Granite ConThere Is no doubt that his adminJose Leon Telles, a sheep man of cently
lines
crete
company.
istration
office
and
Fiber
of
of
affairs
the
the
Plaster
San ltafael, Is a business visitor In The loss Is
will be successful In every way and
$20,000.
the city today.
The origin of the blaze Is unknown, his business ability will stand him in
Ben Williams, special
officer of but the police charge Inoendiarl-imgood stead.
the Santa Fe, was a Las Vegas vis- The plant was In close proximity to
itor yesterday.
the roundhouse and shops of fho
E. C. Salazar, who has been seriColorado & Northwestern, and the
TO
SEE
ously ill In this city, la now on the officials say It was tired with the belief that the flames would be comroad to recovery.
The Central
to the railroad property.
Fred E. Pond, editor of the Sports- municated
DANIEL'S
COMET
Avenue
Clothier
a
Within
few hundred feet of lh;
man's Review, published in Cincinscene of the fire Is also located sevnati, O., is In Las Vegas,
eral huge tanks of the United Oil
J. A. Schlff. of Kansas City, who company.
are filled with oil.
has 'been In the city on business, left and but forThey
Those in Albuquerque Inter- the fact that the wind 4
last night for Los Angeles.
nnMs wiH
it
was blowing In the opposite direction 4 est4-lnworth while to rise at 3:30 t8- Henry J, Keller, a Blsbee, Arlx., these might have been Ignited, and
morrow morning and look to- mining man, passed through the city the whole town blown up. As It was,
ward the east about thlrty"de- today en route to Las Vegas.
however, the firemen
confined the
109 North
St.
gree above the horizon. TlLere
K. Fleischer, of Nogales, and W. flames to the one structure.
they will see Daniel's comet,
A. Flege, of Dragoon, are two Arizona
The frequency of mysterious fires ' gretit
ot
All
Kinds
Indian
Tba Cbaapasl
Goods.
and
Uaxltan
and glorious, streaming
In the city during the past few weeks
citizens registered at the Alvarado.
' through fW'mJr, with-- , long tU
to bay Navajo Blankats and Uoxloan Drawn Work
Plata
greatly
has
populate.
alarmed
the
Thomas F. Danaliey, who has been
streaming out lehlnd. This tall,
are wont to believe
Mall Ordara Carafully and Promptly rillad.
In this city for several months, has The authorities plot
to the naked eye appears to be 4
on foot to destroy
there Is a
gone to Denver to visit hii sisters. that
long.
Is
4
fifteen
feet
about
It
city.
the
Richard Wetherlll will leave toAs a result a special meeting of 4 most distinct from 3:30 to 4:15
o'clock.
morrow for Santa Fe to uttend to the city council
was called this mornrmutters. In regard to his c la J in at ing.
Instructions were given to enDIAMONDS ARE TRUMPS
Pueblo Bonlto.
force the law regarding the storage
We want to dispose of our low
agMrs. William H. Goebel, who ha' of explosives In the city and-- n
shoes
before
opening
the
of
fall
the
been visiting In Sunta Fe lor sevenl gregate reward of $1,500 was offered season and have cut their prices acdays, passed tnruuj:i the city today for the apprehension of the perpera-tor- s cordingly.
THE TIME
Some have been reduced
en route to Belen.
of Saturday morning's fire. Thy
some a little less; 25 per
FOR CASH ONLY
passed
also
an
prohibiting
ordinance
DSirs. W.
Newcomb, wife of a
cent Is about a fair average. They
well known Socorro business man, Is the keeping of oil tanks within the are all stylish, up to date goods and
visiting at the home of Mrs. F. P. city limits.
$0.50
guaranteed to give satisfaction. Read IN'OREASIXG IN" VALUE STEAD- American Block per ton
Sturges In Santa Fe.
0.50
our advertisement and examine our ILY, IS TO 20 PEIt CENT. WE Cerrlllos Lump
8.50
L. A. Towne, of the Continental ill IIAVIXO TIIK GOODS TIIAT THE windows. C. May's Shoe store, 314 HAVE FIVE IIUXDRED DOLLARS Anthracite Nut
Anthracite
Mixed
9.00
company, left last night for Silver
West Central avenue.
PKOPLK WANT VXD RIGHT
WORTH OP SMALL STONES WE Anthracite, furnaoo sizoa
0.50
City, which will be his headquarters
I'KK'KS MKIX "DOlXli
WILL SELL AT LOWER PRICES Clean Gnu Coke
11VQ TAXiK.
6.00
as salesman for the company in that
UUSINKKH" KASY.
TILAX THEY CAN BE BOUGHT Af Smithing Coal.
district.
Everybody buys rugs. But do you WHOLESALE.
White Mountain Ice
S, H. Swift, of Point Richmond, 1 quart
buy
a
Futrelle
seamless?
Furniture
Cream Freezer
..$1.Cj Company.
Cftl., arrived In the city last night.
VAXN JEWELRY CO.
Mountain Ice
Mrs. C. E. Petttbone and Mlssas 3 quart WhlUs
One Door South ot Drug Storp.
to
Come
the
dance
Cream
Freezer
$3.25
Edna and Rose Pettibone
left last 4 quart
Of the Mcintosh Browns,
White Mountain Ice
night for California.
Cream Freezer
$3.65 Ye braves of the bat
Mrs. Johann Burns, Eugene Burn Maydale
And belles of the town;
ATLAS EMPLOYMENT
carpenters' hammers
and Miss Helen Hprakn, who arrived
LUMBER MILL WOOD.
and
70c Next Thursday night
here Monday from Germany, left last 5 65c
Hall
Colombo
At
gallon- stone crocks with covGreen
$2.50
night for Flagstaff, accompanied by
BUREAU
One dollar admission.
er
$1.10
Faetory
8.25
Mrs. Charles Frockman of that city. 6 gallon stone
And a good time for all.
crocks with covS.
Second
206
Street
er
Mrs.
George
Hlghjbargaln and
$i.0
Card signs, "roniiu Tor Rent,"
daughter. Mrs. O. C. Taylor, are ex- Stoneware churns In all sizes,
etc., for sale at the office of
pected home tonight from Waverly.
from 2 to 5 gallons, 75c to... $1.25 "Board,"
Wanted Female Cook and House keeper
Kan., where Mrs. Highibargaln was 5H foot Ironing boards
90c The Evening Citizen.
called on account of the Illness of 18x24 rolling board
55c
Tanglefoot tly paper, per box.. 30;
her mother.
Alcocks porous plasters
15c
Mrs. H. A. Tlce, wife of SuperinOur school books are beginning o
tendent Tlce of the Oklahoma and arrive.
Books used last term will be
Kansas divisions of the Santa Fe,
and daughter, left hist night for the taken In exchange.
TIIK MAZE,
am
w 1
a I
City of Mexico, after a fhort visit
fV l 'M V
IIII a II
.
- a II im mi U i II
Wm. kii'kii, Irorietor.
Ma
II
In this olty.
o
Immigration
Inspector
B
W.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
115-11- 7
Oreen went south yesterday to enjoy
a short vacation on his ranch near WANTED Nuiwe. Call t 515 West
Between Railroad and Coppar Ave., Tel. 74
El Paso. He will return here Aug.
Roma avenue, or telephone 793.
2
to attend the trial of the two FOU RENT Houses 4 to 8 roonia
Chinamen arrested here a week ag-also SO room lrotel rooming houe.
on the charge of being In the country
W. H. MeMllllon, realestate dealer,
unlawfully.
211 West Gold avenue.
See our dress
good bargains; 50 FUIt RENT Five-roorfwelllna-wltpieces high class novelty dress goods,
twreeii porch In first
class
worth up to $2.60 yard, your choice
condition. convenient
to shops,
now only, 93c yard. The big sale at
$18.50. including city water; ali
The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
Kood 4 room dwelling $12. Lloyd
Hunstiker.
2K Went Gold avenue.
Attorney Amado Chaves went to
the upper Ulo Pecos today to. Join FOR SALK (Second hand buKKy and
cart, also nice pony. W. H.
his family, who have been reerent-In- g
;i West told nvenue.
there the pa.'t few weeks. Mr.
'haves was accompanied by Thos. Foil SALK Iron safe, new. Iniu1re
S. Hubbell, Jr., who will be a gueot
at this office.

t

of Men's, Women's and Children's
Low
Shoes commences Thursday
Morning. August 15th. We want ;o

CITIZEN.

Pecos,

PARAGRAPHS
IH VOL'

ENINQ

of the Chaves family for ft week or
till th end of their sojourn on the

PERSONAL.

Cm west mimmirC

ET

f

jv.

Aii ii lurm
III"

fr.

mm

NORTH FIRST STREET

Refrigerators, Garden Hose, Garden Tools

Just Arrived
A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

m

WATER
COOLERS

--

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

LAWN

MOWERS

1

--

BTBB

mm

THE

Diamond

AVE

Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass. Clocks, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQCAKK DEAL.

JJ'e AW

J the Room,

You

We tnrlte

McCormick Harvesters and Mowers

When you desire Absolute
Comfort In Property Fitted
Glasses Consult us.
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.

Palace

RAILROAD

TREE PRUNERS

Cxoluslve

I

Opticians

IDS. Second St.

Need the Suit.

All Outing Suits

Lense Grinding

Sale Price Your Choice
Only &7.SO Only
All Black and Blue Suits Reserved

STUDY OUR GOLD AVENUIC VINDOWS

done on Premises

Shaw's Bakery
It's the talk of the town, those
pies like mother (in law) made.

Phone 1056

For Men On SPECIAL SALE
We show 45 Men's two- - piece
Outing Suits worth from $8.00
to $13.50, hardly two alike

None Better

8 WNBTMEY COPJJPMEY
Wholesale and Retail Hardware
6
Alaska Refrigerators

and have one delivered.
&

MHvUl

IM

15KY

HetTrimmed
For the Next Ten Days

to Cloe
Summer 8tx'k.
I CHAM',
Millinery
MISS
lnsiiiiikliij; 1'arlortt, ifi
North S4coiul St.
At Less

limn Cost

-

ami

FANCY DRY COOPS

ft

Garden Hose and Lawn Mowers
Plumbing

Stamping Done to Onlrr.
MaterlaU fur
Mrs. M.

C Wilson

R.R

TICKETS
AND

224 W,

Gold

80U6HT.

SOLO

Off loo

Ttansaotlons

Cuarantaao

ROSEKFIEIU'S,

Tinnine

118 W. fl.

R. Ate

O

Mine and Mill

O

and

u

lliefi Explosives

Supplies

0

Mail Orders Solicited- -

EXCHANGED

Association
I

Hercules Powder

and

FA NOV WORK

Freezers

White Mountain Ice Gream

Out

South firm etraat
dot, O,4oa,fir.North
riratmtft

111,

Albuquerque, Aaw Mexico
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